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All 8s Starting T- 

TABANIDS AABDINST TABANID, bloodsucking insect [n] 

TABARDED AABDDERT TABARD, sleeveless outer garment [adj] 

TABARETS AABERSTT TABARET, silk fabric [n] 

TABBINGS ABBGINST TABBING, use of tab key on keyboard [n] 

TABBISES ABBEISST TABBIS, silk fabric [n] 

TABBYING ABBGINTY TABBY, to give wavy appearance to [v] 

TABERING ABEGINRT TABER, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABETICS ABCEISTT TABETIC, one affected with tabes [n] 

TABLEAUS AABELSTU TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S, -SFUL] 

TABLETED ABDEELTT TABLET, to inscribe on small, flat surface [v] 

TABLETOP ABELOPTT top of table [n -S] 

TABLINGS ABGILNST TABLING, setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n] 

TABLOIDS ABDILOST TABLOID, small newspaper [n] 

TABOOING ABGINOOT TABOO, to exclude from use, approach, or mention [v] 

TABOOLEY ABELOOTY tabouli (Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint) [n -S] 

TABORERS ABEORRST TABORER, one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n] 

TABORETS ABEORSTT TABORET, small drum [n] 

TABORINE ABEINORT taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TABORING ABGINORT TABOR, to beat on small drum [v] 

TABORINS ABINORST TABORIN, taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n] 

TABOULEH ABEHLOTU tabouli (Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint) [n -S] 

TABOULIS ABILOSTU TABOULI, Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint [n] 

TABOURED ABDEORTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURET ABEORTTU taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TABULATE AABELTTU to arrange in list [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TACHINID ACDHIINT grayish fly [n -S] 

TACHISME ACEHIMST tachism (action painting) [n -S] 

TACHISMS ACHIMSST TACHISM, action painting [n] 

TACHISTE ACEHISTT tachist (action painter) [n -S] 

TACHISTS ACHISSTT TACHIST, action painter [n] 

TACHYONS ACHNOSTY TACHYON, theoretical subatomic particle [n] 

TACITURN ACINRTTU habitually silent [adj] 

TACKIEST ACEIKSTT TACKY, adhesive [adj] / TACKEY [adj] 

TACKLERS ACEKLRST TACKLER, one that tackles (to seize and throw to ground) [n] 

TACKLESS ACEKLSST having no tacks [adj] 

TACKLING ACGIKLNT equipment [n -S] / TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

TACNODES ACDENOST TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n] 

TACONITE ACEINOTT low-grade iron ore [n -S] 

TACRINES ACEINRST TACRINE, drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n] 

TACTICAL AACCILTT TACTIC, maneuver for gaining objective [adj] 

TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TACTLESS ACELSSTT lacking tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations) [adj] 

TADPOLES ADELOPST TADPOLE, aquatic larva of amphibian [n] 
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TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TAENITES AEEINSTT TAENITE, nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n] 

TAFFAREL AAEFFLRT taffrail (rail around stern of ship) [n -S] 

TAFFEREL AEEFFLRT taffrail (rail around stern of ship) [n -S] 

TAFFETAS AAEFFSTT TAFFETA, lustrous fabric [n] 

TAFFRAIL AAFFILRT rail around stern of ship [n -S] 

TAGALONG AAGGLNOT one that follows another [n -S] 

TAGBOARD AABDGORT material for making shipping tags [n -S] 

TAGGANTS AAGGNSTT TAGGANT, substance added to product to indicate its source of manufacture [n] 

TAGLINES AEGILNST TAGLINE, final line of play or joke that makes point [n] 

TAGMEMES AEEGMMST TAGMEME, smallest unit of meaningful grammatical relation [n] 

TAGMEMIC ACEGIMMT pertaining to grammar in which tagmeme is basic unit [adj] 

TAIGLACH AACGHILT teiglach (confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey) [n TAIGLACH] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILFANS AAFILNST TAILFAN, fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 

TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAILLESS AEILLSST having no tail [adj] 

TAILLEUR AEILLRTU woman's tailored suit [n -S] 

TAILLIKE AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v –NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TAILSPUN AILNPSTU TAILSPIN, to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TAINTING AGIINNTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 

TAKEABLE AABEEKLT TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

TAKEAWAY AAAEKTWY prepared food to be taken away from its place of sale [n -S] 

TAKEDOWN ADEKNOTW article that can be taken apart easily [n -S] 

TAKEOFFS AEFFKOST TAKEOFF, act of rising in flight [n] 

TAKEOUTS AEKOSTTU TAKEOUT, act of removing (to take or move away) [n] 

TAKEOVER AEEKORTV act of assuming control [n -S] 

TAKINGLY AGIKLNTY in attractive manner [adv] 

TALAPOIN AAILNOPT small African monkey [n -S] 

TALCIEST ACEILSTT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALCKING ACGIKLNT TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

TALCUMED ACDELMTU TALCUM, to treat with powder made from talc [v] 

TALEGGIO AEGGILOT soft creamy cheese [n -S] 

TALENTED ADEELNTT TALENT, special natural ability [adj] 

TALESMAN AAELMNST person summoned to fill vacancy on jury [n -MEN] 
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TALESMEN AEELMNST TALESMAN, person summoned to fill vacancy on jury [n] 

TALEYSIM AEILMSTY TALLITH, Jewish prayer shawl [n] 

TALIPEDS ADEILPST TALIPED, person afflicted with clubfoot [n] 

TALIPOTS AILOPSTT TALIPOT, tall palm tree [n] 

TALISMAN AAILMNST object believed to possess magical powers [n -S] 

TALKABLE AABEKLLT able to be talked about [adj] 

TALKBACK AABCKKLT one-way communications link between control booth and recording studio [n -S] 

TALKFEST AEFKLSTT gabfest (informal gathering for general talk) [n -S] 

TALKIEST AEIKLSTT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

TALKINGS AGIKLNST TALKING, conversation [n] 

TALLAGED AADEGLLT TALLAGE, to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v] 

TALLAGES AAEGLLST TALLAGE, to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v] 

TALLBOYS ABLLOSTY TALLBOY, highboy (tall chest of drawers) [n] 

TALLIERS AEILLRST TALLIER, one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n] 

TALLISES AEILLSST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLISIM AIILLMST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITHS AHILLSTT TALLITH, Jewish prayer shawl [n] 

TALLITIM AIILLMTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]  

TALLNESS AELLNSST state of being tall (having great height) [n -ES] 

TALLOWED ADELLOTW TALLOW, to smear with tallow (mixture of animal fats) [v] 

TALLYHOS AHLLOSTY TALLYHO, to make encouraging shout to hunting hounds [v] 

TALLYING AGILLNTY TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALLYMAN AALLMNTY person who tallies [n -MEN] 

TALLYMEN AELLMNTY TALLYMAN, person who tallies [n] 

TALMUDIC ACDILMTU pertaining to body of Jewish civil and religious law [adj] 

TALOOKAS AAKLOOST TALOOKA, taluk (estate in India) [n] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

TAMANDUS AADMNSTU TAMANDU, tamandua (arboreal anteater) [n] 

TAMARACK AAACKMRT timber tree [n -S] 

TAMARAOS AAAMORST TAMARAO, tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n] 

TAMARAUS AAAMRSTU TAMARAU, small buffalo of Philippines [n] 

TAMARIND AADIMNRT tropical tree [n -S] 

TAMARINS AAIMNRST TAMARIN, South American monkey [n] 

TAMARISK AAIKMRST evergreen shrub [n -S] 

TAMASHAS AAAHMSST TAMASHA, public entertainment in India [n] 

TAMBALAS AAABLMST TAMBALA, monetary unit of Malawi [n] 

TAMBOURA AABMORTU tambura (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

TAMBOURS ABMORSTU TAMBOUR, to embroider on round wooden frame [v] 

TAMBURAS AABMRSTU TAMBURA, stringed instrument [n] 

TAMEABLE AABEELMT tamable (capable of being tamed) [adj] 

TAMELESS AEELMSST not capable of being tamed [adj] 

TAMENESS AEEMNSST state of being tame (gentle or docile) [n -ES] 

TAMPALAS AAALMPST TAMPALA, annual herb [n] 

TAMPERED ADEEMPRT TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

TAMPERER AEEMPRRT one that tampers (to interfere in harmful manner) [n -S] 

TAMPINGS AGIMNPST TAMPING, act of packing down by tapping [n] 
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TAMPIONS AIMNOPST TAMPION, plug for muzzle of cannon [n] 

TAMPONED ADEMNOPT TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TANAGERS AAEGNRST TANAGER, brightly colored bird [n] 

TANBARKS AABKNRST TANBARK, tree bark used as source of tannin [n] 

TANDOORI ADINOORT TANDOOR, clay oven [n] / food cooked in tandoor [n -S] 

TANDOORS ADNOORST TANDOOR, clay oven [n] 

TANGELOS AEGLNOST TANGELO, citrus fruit [n] 

TANGENCE ACEEGNNT tangency (state of being in immediate physical contact) [n -S] 

TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES] 

TANGENTS AEGNNSTT TANGENT, straight line in contact with curve at one point [n] 

TANGIBLE ABEGILNT something palpable [n -S] 

TANGIBLY ABGILNTY palpably (capable of being felt) [adv] 

TANGIEST AEGINSTT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TANGLERS AEGLNRST TANGLER, one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n] 

TANGLIER AEGILNRT TANGLY, tangled [adj] 

TANGLING AGGILNNT TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

TANGOING AGGINNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANGRAMS AAGMNRST TANGRAM, Chinese puzzle [n] 

TANISTRY AINRSTTY system of electing tanist [n -RIES] 

TANKAGES AAEGKNST TANKAGE, capacity of tank [n] 

TANKARDS AADKNRST TANKARD, tall drinking vessel [n] 

TANKFULS AFKLNSTU TANKFUL, amount tank can hold [n] 

TANKINIS AIIKNNST TANKINI, woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n] 

TANKLESS AEKLNSST having no tank [adj] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

TANNABLE AABELNNT capable of being tanned [adj] 

TANNAGES AAEGNNST TANNAGE, process of tanning [n] 

TANNATES AAENNSTT TANNATE, chemical salt [n] 

TANNINGS AGINNNST TANNING, process of converting hides into leather [n] 

TANTALIC AACILNTT TANTALUM, metallic element [adj] 

TANTALUM AALMNTTU metallic element [n -S] 

TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES] 

TANTARAS AAANRSTT TANTARA, sound of trumpet or horn [n] 

TANTRISM AIMNRSTT school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements [n -S] 

TANTRIST AINRSTTT adherent of tantrism (school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements) [n -S] 

TANTRUMS AMNRSTTU TANTRUM, fit of rage [n] 

TANYARDS AADNRSTY TANYARD, section of tannery containing vats [n] 

TAPADERA AAADEPRT part of saddle [n -S] 

TAPADERO AADEOPRT tapadera (part of saddle) [n -S] 

TAPEABLE AABEELPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [adj] 

TAPELESS AEELPSST being without tape [adj] 

TAPELIKE AEEIKLPT resembling tape [adj] 

TAPELINE AEEILNPT tape for measuring distances [n -S] 

TAPENADE AADEENPT spread made with black olives, capers, and anchovies [n -S] 

TAPERERS AEEPRRST TAPERER, one that carries candle in religious procession [n] 

TAPERING AEGINPRT TAPER, to become gradually narrower toward one end [v] 
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TAPESTRY AEPRSTTY to decorate with woven wall hangings [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

TAPETUMS AEMPSTTU TAPETUM, layer of cells in some plants [n] 

TAPEWORM AEMOPRTW parasitic worm [n -S] 

TAPHOLES AEHLOPST TAPHOLE, hole in blast furnace [n] 

TAPHOUSE AEHOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

TAPIOCAS AACIOPST TAPIOCA, starchy food [n] 

TAPIROID ADIIOPRT nocturnal hoofed animal [n -S] 

TAPPABLE AABELPPT capable of being tapped [adj] 

TAPPINGS AGINPPST TAPPING, process or means by which something is tapped [n] 

TAPROOMS AMOOPRST TAPROOM, barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n] 

TAPROOTS AOOPRSTT TAPROOT, main root of plant [n] 

TAPSTERS AEPRSSTT TAPSTER, one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n] 

TAQUERIA AAEIQRTU restaurant specializing in tacos and burritos [n -S] 

TARABISH AABHIRST type of card game [n -ES] 

TARANTAS AAANRSTT Russian carriage [n -ES] 

TARBOOSH ABHOORST cap worn by Muslim men [n -ES] 

TARDIEST ADEIRSTT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARDYONS ADNORSTY TARDYON, subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n] 

TARGETED ADEEGRTT TARGET, to make goal of [v] 

TARIFFED ADEFFIRT TARIFF, to tax imported or exported goods [v] 

TARLATAN AAALNRTT cotton fabric [n -S] 

TARLETAN AAELNRTT tarlatan (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

TARNALLY AALLNRTY TARNAL, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adv] 

TARPAPER AAEPPRRT heavy paper coated with tar [n -S] 

TARRAGON AAGNORRT perennial herb [n -S] 

TARRIERS AEIRRRST TARRIER, one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n] 

TARRIEST AEIRRSTT TARRY, resembling tar [adj] 

TARRYING AGINRRTY TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

TARSIERS AEIRRSST TARSIER, nocturnal primate [n] 

TARTANAS AAANRSTT TARTANA, Mediterranean sailing vessel [n] 

TARTARIC AACIRRTT TARTAR, crust on teeth [adj] 

TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTLETS AELRSTTT TARTLET, small pie [n] 

TARTNESS AENRSSTT state of being tart (having sharp, sour taste) [n -ES] 

TARTRATE AAERRTTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TARTUFES AEFRSTTU TARTUFE, tartuffe (hypocrite) [n] 

TARTUFFE AEFFRTTU hypocrite [n -S] 

TARTUFOS AFORSTTU TARTUFO, Italian ice-cream dessert [n] 

TARWEEDS ADEERSTW TARWEED, flowering plant [n] 

TASKBARS AABKRSST TASKBAR, row of graphical controls on computer screen [n] 

TASKWORK AKKORSTW hard work [n -S] 

TASSELED ADEELSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TASTABLE AABELSTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [adj] 

TASTEFUL AEFLSTTU tasty (pleasant to taste) [adj] 

TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TASTINGS AGINSSTT TASTING, gathering for sampling wines or foods [n] 

TATHATAS AAAHSTTT TATHATA, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n] 
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TATOUAYS AAOSTTUY TATOUAY, South American armadillo [n] 

TATTERED ADEERTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TATTIEST AEISTTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TATTINGS AGINSTTT TATTING, delicate handmade lace [n] 

TATTLERS AELRSTTT TATTLER, one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n] 

TATTLING AGILNTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TAUNTERS AENRSTTU TAUNTER, one that taunts (to challenge or reproach sarcastically) [n] 

TAUNTING AGINNTTU TAUNT, to challenge or reproach sarcastically [v] 

TAURINES AEINRSTU TAURINE, chemical compound [n] 

TAUTAUGS AAGSTTUU TAUTAUG, tautog (marine fish) [n] 

TAUTENED ADEENTTU TAUTEN, to make taut [v] 

TAUTNESS AENSSTTU state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES] 

TAUTOMER AEMORTTU type of chemical compound [n -S] 

TAUTONYM AMNOTTUY type of taxonomic designation [n -S] 

TAVERNAS AAENRSTV TAVERNA, cafe in Greece [n] 

TAVERNER AEENRRTV one that runs tavern [n -S] 

TAWDRIER ADEIRRTW TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

TAWDRIES ADEIRSTW TAWDRY, gaudy finery [n] 

TAWDRILY ADILRTWY TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

TAWNIEST AEINSTTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TAXABLES AABELSTX TAXABLE, taxable item [n] 

TAXATION AAINOTTX process of taxing [n -S] 

TAXICABS AABCISTX TAXICAB, automobile for hire [n] 

TAXINGLY AGILNTXY in onerous (burdensome or oppressive) manner [adv] 

TAXIWAYS AAISTWXY TAXIWAY, paved strip at airport [n] 

TAXONOMY AMNOOTXY study of scientific classification [n -MIES] 

TAXPAYER AAEPRTXY one that pays taxes [n -S] 

TAYBERRY ABERRTYY dark red fruit that is cross between blackberry and raspberry [n -RIES] 

TEABERRY ABEERRTY North American shrub [n -RIES] 

TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S] 

TEABOWLS ABELOSTW TEABOWL, teacup having no handle [n] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEACAKES AACEEKST TEACAKE, small cake served with tea [n] 

TEACARTS AACERSTT TEACART, wheeled table used in serving tea [n] 

TEACHERS ACEEHRST TEACHER, one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to) [n] 

TEACHING ACEGHINT doctrine (belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated) [n -S] / TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to [v] 

TEAHOUSE AEEHOSTU public establishment serving tea [n -S] 

TEAKWOOD ADEKOOTW wood of teak [n -S] 

TEAMAKER AAEEKMRT one that makes tea [n -S] 

TEAMMATE AAEEMMTT member of same team [n -S] 

TEAMSTER AEEMRSTT truck driver [n -S] 

TEAMWORK AEKMORTW cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

TEARABLE AABEELRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

TEARAWAY AAAERTWY rebellious person [n -S] 

TEARDOWN ADENORTW process of disassembling [n -S] 
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TEARDROP ADEOPRRT tear [n -S] 

TEARIEST AEEIRSTT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

TEAROOMS AEMOORST TEAROOM, restaurant serving tea [n] 

TEASABLE AABEELST TEASE, to make fun of [adj] 

TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEASELER AEEELRST one that teasels (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [n -S] 

TEASHOPS AEHOPSST TEASHOP, tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TEATIMES AEEIMSTT TEATIME, customary time for tea [n] 

TEAWARES AAEERSTW TEAWARE, tea service [n] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZLING AEGILNTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TECHIEST CEEHISTT TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adj] 

TECHNICS CCEHINST TECHNIC, technique [n] 

TECHNOID CDEHINOT technician [n -S] 

TECTITES CEEISTTT TECTITE, tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n] 

TECTONIC CCEINOTT pertaining to construction [adj] 

TEDDERED DDDEEERT TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

TEENAGED ADEEEGNT teenage (pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen)) [adj] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

TEENDOMS DEEMNOST TEENDOM, teenagers collectively [n] 

TEENIEST EEEINSTT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENYBOP BEENOPTY pertaining to young teenager [adj] 

TEETERED DEEEERTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEETHERS EEEHRSTT TEETHER, object for baby to bite on during teething [n] 

TEETHING EEGHINTT first growth of teeth [n -S] / TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEETOTAL AEELOTTT to abstain completely from alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S] 

TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries worn by Jews [n -S] 

TEGMENTA AEEGMNTT anatomical coverings [n -S] 

TEGMINAL AEGILMNT pertaining to tegmen (covering (something that covers (cover))) [adj] 

TEGUMENT EEGMNTTU covering (something that covers (to place something over or upon)) [n -S] 

TEGUMINA AEGIMNTU TEGUMEN, tegmen (covering (something that covers (cover))) [n] 

TEIGLACH ACEGHILT confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey [n TEIGLACH] 

TEKTITES EEIKSTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n] 

TEKTITIC CEIIKTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [adj] 

TELECAST ACEELSTT to broadcast by television [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELECINE CEEEILNT broadcasting of movie on television [n -S] 

TELECOMM CEELMMOT telecommunication [n -S] 

TELECOMS CEELMOST TELECOM, telecommunication [n] 

TELEFILM EEFILLMT motion picture made for television [n -S] 

TELEGONY EEGLNOTY supposed influence of previous sire on offspring of later matings of mother with other males [n -NIES] 

TELEGRAM AEEGLMRT to send message by telegraph [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

TELEMARK AEEKLMRT to perform telemark (skiing turn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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TELEOSTS EELOSSTT TELEOST, bony fish [n] 

TELEPATH AEEHLPTT one who can communicate with another by some means other than senses [n -S] 

TELEPLAY AEELLPTY play written for television [n -S] 

TELEPORT EELOPRTT to transport by process that involves no physical means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELERANS AEELNRST TELERAN, system of air navigation [n] 

TELESHOP EEHLOPST to shop by interactive telecommunications systems [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TELESTIC CEEILSTT type of acrostic (poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase) [n -S] 

TELETEXT EEELTTTX communications system in which printed matter is telecast to subscribers [n -S] 

TELETHON EEHLNOTT fund-raising television program [n -S] 

TELETYPE EEELPTTY to send by teletypewriter [v -D, -PING, -S] 

TELEVIEW EEEILTVW to observe by means of television [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEVISE EEEILSTV to broadcast by television (electronic system of transmitting images and sound) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TELEWORK EEKLORTW to work at home using electronic linkup with central office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEXING EEGILNTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TELFERED DEEEFLRT TELFER, to telpher (to transport by system of aerial cable cars) [v] 

TELFORDS DEFLORST TELFORD, road made of stones [n] 

TELICITY CEIILTTY quality of being telic (directed toward goal) [n -TIES] 

TELLABLE ABEELLLT TELL, to give detailed account of [adj] 

TELLTALE AEELLLTT tattler (one that tattles (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S] 

TELLURIC CEILLRTU pertaining to earth [adj] 

TELNETED DEEELNTT TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [v] 

TELOGENS EEGLNOST TELOGEN, hair growth period [n]   

TELOMERE EEELMORT natural end of chromosome [n -S] 

TELPHERS EEHLPRST TELPHER, to transport by system of aerial cable cars [v] 

TELSONIC CEILNOST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [adj] 

TEMBLORS BELMORST TEMBLOR, earthquake [n] 

TEMERITY EEIMRTTY foolish boldness [n -TIES] 

TEMPERAS AEEMPRST TEMPERA, technique of painting [n] 

TEMPERED DEEEMPRT TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TEMPERER EEEMPRRT one that tempers (to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent) [n -S] 

TEMPESTS EEMPSSTT TEMPEST, to agitate violently [v] 

TEMPLARS AELMPRST TEMPLAR, lawyer or student of law in London [n] 

TEMPLATE AEELMPTT pattern used as guide in making something [n -S] 

TEMPLETS EELMPSTT TEMPLET, template (pattern used as guide in making something) [n] 

TEMPORAL AELMOPRT bone of skull [n -S] 

TEMPTERS EEMPRSTT TEMPTER, one that tempts (to entice to commit unwise or immoral act) [n] 

TEMPTING EGIMNPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

TEMPURAS AEMPRSTU TEMPURA, Japanese dish [n] 

TENACITY ACEINTTY perseverance or persistence [n -TIES] 

TENACULA AACELNTU hooked surgical instruments [n TENACULA] 

TENAILLE AEEILLNT outer defense [n -S] 

TENANTED ADEENNTT TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v] 

TENANTRY AENNRTTY tenancy (temporary occupancy of something that belongs to another) [n -RIES] 

TENDANCE ACDEENNT watchful care [n -S] 

TENDENCE CDEEENNT tendance (watchful care) [n -S] 

TENDENCY CDEENNTY inclination to act or think in particular way [n -CIES] 

TENDERED DDEEENRT TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 
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TENDERER DEEENRRT one that tenders (to present for acceptance) [n -S] / TENDER, soft or delicate [adj] 

TENDERLY DEELNRTY in tender (soft or delicate) manner [adv] 

TENDRILS DEILNRST TENDRIL, leafless organ of climbing plants [n] 

TENEBRAE ABEEENRT religious service [n TENEBRAE] 

TENEMENT EEEMNNTT apartment house [n -S] 

TENESMIC CEEIMNST TENESMUS, urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [adj] 

TENESMUS EEMNSSTU urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [n -ES] 

TENFOLDS DEFLNOST TENFOLD, amount ten times as great as given unit [n] 

TENIASES AEEINSST TENIASIS, infestation with tapeworms [n] 

TENIASIS AEIINSST infestation with tapeworms [n -SES] 

TENNISES EEINNSST TENNIS, outdoor ball game [n] 

TENNISTS EINNSSTT TENNIST, tennis player [n] 

TENONERS EENNORST TENONER, one that tenons (to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood)) [n] 

TENONING EGINNNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENORINI EIINNORT TENORINO, high tenor [n] 

TENORINO EINNOORT high tenor [n -NI] 

TENORIST EINORSTT one who sings tenor or plays tenor instrument [n -S] 

TENORITE EEINORTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TENORMAN AEMNNORT person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

TENORMEN EEMNNORT TENORMAN, person who plays tenor saxophone [n] 

TENOTOMY EMNOOTTY surgical division of tendon [n -MIES] 

TENPENCE CEEENNPT sum of ten pennies [n -S] 

TENPENNY EENNNPTY worth tenpence [adj] 

TENSIBLE BEEILNST capable of being stretched [adj] 

TENSIBLY BEILNSTY TENSIBLE, capable of being stretched [adv] 

TENSIONS EINNOSST TENSION, to make tense [v] 

TENTACLE ACEELNTT elongated, flexible appendage of some animals [n -S] 

TENTAGES AEEGNSTT TENTAGE, supply of tents [n] 

TENTERED DEEENRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TENTIEST EEINSTTT TENTY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] / TENTIE [adj] 

TENTLESS EELNSSTT having no tent [adj] 

TENTLIKE EEIKLNTT resembling tent [adj] 

TENTORIA AEINORTT internal skeletons of heads of insects [n TENTORIA] 

TENTPOLE EELNOPTT big-budget movie whose high earnings are intended to offset cost of less profitable ones [n -S] 

TENURIAL AEILNRTU of or pertaining to tenure [adj] 

TENURING EGINNRTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

TEOCALLI ACEILLOT Aztec temple [n -S] 

TEOSINTE EEINOSTT annual grass [n -S] 

TEPACHES ACEEHPST TEPACHE, Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n] 

TEPEFIED DEEEFIPT TEPEFY, to make tepid [v] 

TEPEFIES EEEFIPST TEPEFY, to make tepid [v] 

TEPHRITE EEHIPRTT volcanic rock [n -S] 

TEPIDITY DEIIPTTY state of being tepid (moderately warm) [n -S] 

TEQUILAS AEILQSTU TEQUILA, Mexican liquor [n] 

TERABYTE ABEERTTY one trillion bytes [n -S] 

TERAFLOP AEFLOPRT measure of computing speed [n -S] 

TERAOHMS AEHMORST TERAOHM, one trillion ohms [n] 
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TERAPHIM AEHIMPRT TERAPH, image of Semitic household god [n] 

TERATISM AEIMRSTT malformed fetus [n -S] 

TERATOID ADEIORTT TERATISM, malformed fetus [adj] 

TERATOMA AAEMORTT tumor made of more than one type of tissue [n -S, -TA] 

TERAWATT AAERTTTW one trillion watts [n -S] 

TERBIUMS BEIMRSTU TERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

TERCELET CEEELRTT tercel (male falcon) [n -S] 

TEREBENE BEEEENRT mixture of terpenes [n -S] 

TERGITES EEGIRSTT TERGITE, tergum (back part of segment of arthropod) [n] 

TERIYAKI AEIIKRTY Japanese food [n -S] 

TERMINAL AEILMNRT end or extremity [n -S] 

TERMINER EEIMNRRT type of court in some states [n -S] 

TERMINUS EIMNRSTU terminal (end or extremity) [n -NI, -ES] 

TERMITES EEIMRSTT TERMITE, insect resembling ant [n] 

TERMITIC CEIIMRTT TERMITE, insect resembling ant [adj] 

TERMLESS EELMRSST having no limits [adj] 

TERMTIME EEIMMRTT time when school or court is in session [n -S] 

TERNIONS EINNORST TERNION, group of three [n] 

TERPENES EEENPRST TERPENE, chemical compound [n] 

TERPENIC CEEINPRT TERPENE, chemical compound [adj] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

TERRACED ACDEERRT TERRACE, to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v] 

TERRACES ACEERRST TERRACE, to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v] 

TERRAINS AEINRRST TERRAIN, tract of land [n] 

TERRANES AEENRRST TERRANE, rock formation [n] 

TERRAPIN AEINPRRT North American tortoise [n -S] 

TERRARIA AAEIRRRT glass enclosures for plants or small animals [n TERRARIA] 

TERRASES AEERRSST TERRAS, trass (volcanic rock) [n] 

TERRASSE AEERRSST paved area outside French cafe [n TERRASSE] 

TERRAZZO AEORRTZZ  mosaic flooring [n -S] 

TERREENS EEENRRST TERREEN, terrine (earthenware jar) [n] 

TERRELLA AEELLRRT spherical magnet [n -S] 

TERRENES EEENRRST TERRENE, land area [n] 

TERRIBLE BEEILRRT very bad [adj] 

TERRIBLY BEILRRTY TERRIBLE, very bad [adv] 

TERRIERS EEIRRRST TERRIER, small, active dog [n] 

TERRIFIC CEFIIRRT very good; fine [adj] 

TERRINES EEINRRST TERRINE, earthenware jar [n] 

TERROIRS EIORRRST TERROIR, combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n] 

TERTIALS AEILRSTT TERTIAL, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

TERTIANS AEINRSTT TERTIAN, recurrent fever [n] 

TERTIARY AEIRRTTY tertial (flight feather of bird's wing) [n -RIES] 

TERYLENE EEELNRTY trademark [n -S] 

TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TESSERAE AEEERSST TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [n] 

TESSERAL AEELRSST TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [adj] 
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TESTABLE ABEELSTT TEST, to evaluate by examination [adj] 

TESTATES AEESSTTT TESTATE, testator (one that makes will) [n] 

TESTATOR AEORSTTT one that makes will [n -S] 

TESTICLE CEEILSTT testis (male reproductive gland) [n -S] 

TESTIEST EEISSTTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TESTINGS EGINSSTT TESTING, act of evaluating one by examination [n] 

TESTOONS ENOOSSTT TESTOON, teston (former French coin) [n] 

TESTUDOS DEOSSTTU TESTUDO, portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n] 

TETANICS ACEINSTT TETANIC, drug capable of causing convulsions [n] 

TETANIES AEEINSTT TETANY, condition marked by painful muscular spasms [n] 

TETANISE AEEINSTT to tetanize (to affect with convulsions) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TETANIZE AEEINTTZ to affect with convulsions [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TETANOID ADEINOTT TETANUS, infectious disease [adj] 

TETCHIER CEEHIRTT TETCHY, irritable [adj] 

TETCHILY CEHILTTY TETCHY, irritable [adv] 

TETHERED DEEEHRTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

TETOTUMS EMOSTTTU TETOTUM, teetotum (spinning toy) [n] 

TETRACID ACDEIRTT type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TETRADIC ACDEIRTT TETRAD, group of four [adj] 

TETRAGON AEGNORTT four-sided polygon [n -S] 

TETRAMER AEEMRRTT type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n -S] 

TETRAPOD ADEOPRTT four-footed animal [n -S] 

TETRARCH ACEHRRTT one of four joint rulers [n -S] 

TETRODES DEEORSTT TETRODE, type of electron tube [n] 

TETROSES EEORSSTT TETROSE, sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n] 

TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TEVATRON AENORTTV particle accelerator [n -S] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

TEXTILES EEILSTTX TEXTILE, woven fabric [n] 

TEXTLESS EELSSTTX having no text [adj] 

TEXTUARY AERTTUXY specialist in study of Scriptures [n -RIES] 

TEXTURAL AELRTTUX pertaining to surface characteristics of something [adj] 

TEXTURED DEERTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving [v] 

TEXTURES EERSTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving [v] 

THACKING ACGHIKNT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THALAMIC AACHILMT THALAMUS, part of brain [adj] 

THALAMUS AAHLMSTU part of brain [n -MI] 

THALLIUM AHILLMTU metallic element [n -S] 

THALLOID ADHILLOT THALLUS, plant body without true root, stem, or leaf [adj] 

THALLOUS AHLLOSTU THALLIUM, metallic element [adj] 

THALWEGS AEGHLSTW THALWEG, line defining lowest points along length of riverbed [n] 

THANAGES AAEGHNST THANAGE, land held by thane [n] 

THANATOS AAHNOSTT instinctual desire for death [n -ES] 

THANEDOM ADEHMNOT domain of thane [n -S] 

THANKERS AEHKNRST THANKER, one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n] 

THANKFUL AFHKLNTU feeling gratitude [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

THANKING AGHIKNNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 
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THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv] 

THATCHED ACDEHHTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THATCHER ACEHHRTT one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n -S] 

THATCHES ACEHHSTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THAWINGS AGHINSTW THAWING, melting of frozen substance [n] 

THAWLESS AEHLSSTW never thawing [adj] 

THEANINE AEEHINNT beneficial amino acid [n -S]  

THEARCHY ACEHHRTY rule by god [n -HIES] 

THEATERS AEEHRSTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [n] 

THEATRES AEEHRSTT THEATRE, theater (building for dramatic presentations) [n] 

THEATRIC ACEHIRTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [adj] 

THEBAINE ABEEHINT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

THEELINS EEHILNST THEELIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

THEELOLS EEHLLOST THEELOL, estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

THEISTIC CEHIISTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [adj] 

THELITIS EHIILSTT inflammation of nipple [n -ES] 

THEMATIC ACEHIMTT stamp collected according to its subject [n -S] 

THEMSELF EEFHLMST person of unspecified sex [pron] 

THENAGES AEEGHNST THENAGE, thanage (land held by thane) [n] 

THEOCRAT ACEHORTT person who rules as representative of god [n -S] 

THEODICY CDEHIOTY defense of God's goodness in respect to existence of evil [n -CIES] 

THEOGONY EGHNOOTY account of origin of gods [n -NIES] 

THEOLOGS EGHLOOST THEOLOG, student of theology [n] 

THEOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of religion [n -GIES] 

THEONOMY EHMNOOTY rule by god [n -MIES] 

THEORBOS BEHOORST THEORBO, stringed musical instrument [n] 

THEOREMS EEHMORST THEOREM, proposition that is demonstrably true or is assumed to be so [n] 

THEORIES EEHIORST THEORY, group of propositions used to explain class of phenomena [n] 

THEORISE EEHIORST to theorize (to form theories) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

THEORIST EHIORSTT one that theorizes (to form theories) [n -S] 

THEORIZE EEHIORTZ to form theories [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

THEREFOR EEFHORRT for that [adv] 

THEREMIN EEHIMNRT musical instrument [n -S] 

THEREOUT EEHORTTU out of that [adv] 

THERIACA AACEHIRT theriac (molasses (thick syrup)) [n -S] 

THERIACS ACEHIRST THERIAC, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

THERIANS AEHINRST THERIAN, any of subclass of mammals [n] 

THERMALS AEHLMRST THERMAL, rising mass of warm air [n] 

THERMELS EEHLMRST THERMEL, device for temperature measurement [n] 

THERMION EHIMNORT ion emitted by heated body [n -S] 

THERMITE EEHIMRTT metallic mixture that produces intense heat when ignited [n -S] 

THERMITS EHIMRSTT THERMIT, trademark [n] 

THEROPOD DEHOOPRT carnivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

THESAURI AEHIRSTU dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms [n THESAURI] 

THESPIAN AEHINPST actor or actress [n -S] 

THETICAL ACEHILTT thetic (arbitrary (based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system)) [adj] 

THEURGIC CEGHIRTU THEURGY, divine intervention in human affairs [adj] 
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THEWIEST EEHISTTW THEWY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

THEWLESS EEHLSSTW weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

THIAMINE AEHIIMNT B vitamin [n -S] 

THIAMINS AHIIMNST THIAMIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S] 

THIAZINE AEHIINTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

THIAZINS AHIINSTZ THIAZIN, thiazine (chemical compound) [n] 

THIAZOLE AEHILOTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

THIAZOLS AHILOSTZ THIAZOL, thiazole (chemical compound) [n] 

THICKENS CEHIKNST THICKEN, to make thick [v] 

THICKEST CEHIKSTT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKETS CEHIKSTT THICKET, dense growth of shrubs or small trees [n] 

THICKETY CEHIKTTY THICKET, dense growth of shrubs or small trees [adj] 

THICKISH CHHIIKST somewhat thick [adj] 

THICKSET CEHIKSTT thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n -S] 

THIEVERY EEHIRTVY act or practice of stealing [n -RIES] 

THIEVING EGHIINTV THIEVE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

THIEVISH EHHIISTV given to stealing [adj] 

THIMBLES BEHILMST THIMBLE, cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n] 

THINCLAD ACDHILNT runner on track team [n -S] 

THINDOWN DHINNOTW lessening in number of atomic particles and cosmic rays passing through earth's atmosphere [n -S] 

THINGIES EGHIINST THINGY, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

THINKERS EHIKNRST THINKER, one that thinks (to formulate in mind) [n] 

THINKING GHIIKNNT opinion or judgment [n -S] / THINK, to formulate in mind [v] 

THINNERS EHINNRST THINNER, one that thins (to make thin) [n] 

THINNESS EHINNSST quality or state of being thin [n -ES] 

THINNEST EHINNSTT THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] 

THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S] / THIN, to make thin [v] 

THINNISH HHIINNST somewhat thin [adj] 

THIONATE AEHINOTT chemical salt [n -S] 

THIONINE EHIINNOT thionin (violet dye) [n -S] 

THIONINS HIINNOST THIONIN, violet dye [n] 

THIONYLS HILNOSTY THIONYL, sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n] 

THIOPHEN EHHINOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

THIRLAGE AEGHILRT obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S] 

THIRLING GHIILNRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

THIRSTED DEHIRSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTER EHIRRSTT one that thirsts (to feel desire or need to drink) [n -S] 

THIRTEEN EEHINRTT number [n -S] 

THIRTIES EHIIRSTT THIRTY, number [n] 

THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv] 

THISTLES EHILSSTT THISTLE, prickly plant [n] 

THOLEPIN EHILNOPT pin that serves as oarlock [n -S] 

THONGIER EGHINORT THONGY, resembling item of clothing made from narrow strip of fabric [adj] 

THONGING GGHINNOT THONG, to flog with whip [v] 
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THORACAL AACHLORT THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [adj] 

THORACES ACEHORST THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

THORACIC ACCHIORT THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [adj] 

THORAXES AEHORSTX THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

THORITES EHIORSTT THORITE, thorium ore [n] 

THORIUMS HIMORSTU THORIUM, metallic element [n] 

THORNIER EHINORRT THORNY, full of thorns [adj] 

THORNILY HILNORTY THORNY, full of thorns [adv] 

THORNING GHINNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

THOROUGH GHHOORTU complete in all respects [adj -ER, -EST] 

THOUGHTS GHHOSTTU THOUGHT, product of thinking [n] 

THOUSAND ADHNOSTU number [n -S] 

THOWLESS EHLOSSTW listless (languid (lacking in vigor or vitality)) [adj] 

THRALDOM ADHLMORT servitude [n -S] 

THRALLED ADEHLLRT THRALL, to enslave (to make slave of) [v] 

THRASHED ADEHHRST THRASH, to beat (to strike repeatedly) [v] 

THRASHER AEHHRRST one that thrashes (to beat (to strike repeatedly)) [n -S] 

THRASHES AEHHRSST THRASH, to beat (to strike repeatedly) [v] 

THRAWART AAHRRTTW stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

THRAWING AGHINRTW THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv] 

THREADED ADDEEHRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THREADER ADEEHRRT one that threads (to pass thread (very slender cord) through) [n -S] 

THREAPED ADEEHPRT THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

THREAPER AEEHPRRT one that threaps (to dispute (to argue about)) [n -S] 

THREATED ADEEHRTT THREAT, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

THREATEN AEEHNRTT to be source of danger to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THREEPED DEEEHPRT THREEP, to threap (to dispute (to argue about)) [v] 

THRENODE DEEHNORT threnody (song of lamentation) [n -S] 

THRENODY DEHNORTY song of lamentation [n -DIES] 

THRESHED DEEHHRST THRESH, to separate grain or seeds from plant mechanically [v] 

THRESHER EEHHRRST one that threshes (to separate grain or seeds from plant mechanically) [n -S] 

THRESHES EEHHRSST THRESH, to separate grain or seeds from plant mechanically [v] 

THRILLED DEHILLRT THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THRILLER EHILLRRT one that thrills (to excite greatly) [n -S] 

THRIVERS EHIRRSTV THRIVER, one that thrives (to grow vigorously) [n] 

THRIVING GHIINRTV THRIVE, to grow vigorously [v] 

THROATED ADEHORTT THROAT, to utter in hoarse voice [v] 

THROBBED BBDEHORT THROB, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

THROBBER BBEHORRT one that throbs (to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)) [n -S] 

THROMBIN BHIMNORT enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

THROMBUS BHMORSTU clot occluding blood vessel [n -BI] 

THRONGED DEGHNORT THRONG, to crowd into [v] 

THRONING GHINNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

THROSTLE EHLORSTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

THROTTLE EHLORTTT to strangle (to choke to death) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

THROWERS EHORRSTW THROWER, one that throws (to propel through air with movement of arm) [n] 
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THROWING GHINORTW THROW, to propel through air with movement of arm [v] 

THRUMMED DEHMMRTU THRUM, to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously [v] 

THRUMMER EHMMRRTU one that thrums (to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously) [n -S] 

THRUPUTS HPRSTTUU THRUPUT, amount of raw material processed within given time [n] 

THRUSHES EHHRSSTU THRUSH, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

THRUSTED DEHRSTTU THRUST, to push forcibly [v] 

THRUSTER EHRRSTTU one that thrusts (to push forcibly) [n -S] 

THRUSTOR HORRSTTU thruster (one that thrusts (to push forcibly)) [n -S] 

THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n] 

THUDDING DDGHINTU THUD, to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUGGEES EEGGHSTU THUGGEE, thuggery in India [n] 

THUGGERY EGGHRTUY thuggish behavior [n -RIES] 

THUGGISH GGHHISTU characteristic of thug [adj] 

THULIUMS HILMSTUU THULIUM, metallic element [n] 

THUMBING BGHIMNTU THUMB, to leaf through with thumb (short, thick digit of human hand) [v] 

THUMBKIN BHIKMNTU screw that is turned by thumb and fingers [n -S] 

THUMBNUT BHMNTTUU nut that is turned by thumb and fingers [n -S] 

THUMPERS EHMPRSTU THUMPER, one that thumps (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [n] 

THUMPING GHIMNPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUNDERS DEHNRSTU THUNDER, to produce loud, resounding sound [v] 

THUNDERY DEHNRTUY accompanied with thunder [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

TOPLOFTY FLOOPTTY haughty (arrogant (overly concerned of one’s worth or importance)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THUNKING GHIKNNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

THURIBLE BEHILRTU censer (vessel for burning incense) [n -S] 

THURIFER EFHIRRTU one who carries thurible in religious ceremony [n -S] 

THWACKED ACDEHKTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v] 

THWACKER ACEHKRTW one that thwacks (to strike with something flat) [n -S] 

THWARTED ADEHRTTW THWART, to prevent accomplishment of [v] 

THWARTER AEHRRTTW one that thwarts (to prevent accomplishment of) [n -S] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

THYMIEST EHIMSTTY THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

THYMINES EHIMNSTY THYMINE, chemical compound [n] 

THYMOMAS AHMMOSTY THYMOMA, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n] 

THYMOSIN HIMNOSTY hormone secreted by thymus [n -S] 

THYMUSES EHMSSTUY THYMUS, glandular structure in body [n] 

THYREOID DEHIORTY pertaining to thyroid (endocrine gland) [adj] 

THYROIDS DHIORSTY THYROID, endocrine gland [n] 

THYROXIN HINORTXY amino acid [n -S] 

THYRSOID DHIORSTY THYRSUS, type of flower cluster [adj] 

TIBIALES ABEIILST TIBIALIS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

TIBIALIS ABIIILST muscle in calf of leg [n -LES] 

TICKETED CDEEIKTT TICKET, to attach tag to [v] 

TICKINGS CGIIKNST TICKING, strong cotton fabric [n] 

TICKLACE ACCEIKLT type of small seabird [n -S] 

TICKLERS CEIKLRST TICKLER, one that tickles (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [n] 

TICKLIER CEIIKLRT TICKLY, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

TICKLING CGIIKLNT TICKLE, to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation [v] 
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TICKLISH CHIIKLST sensitive to tickling [adj] 

TICKSEED CDEEIKST flowering plant [n -S] 

TICKTACK ACCIKKTT to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TICKTOCK CCIKKOTT to make ticking sound of clock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIDDLERS DDEILRST TIDDLER, small fish [n] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj] 

TIDELIKE DEEIIKLT resembling tide [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDERIPS DEIIPRST TIDERIP, riptide (tide that opposes other tides) [n] 

TIDEWAYS ADEISTWY TIDEWAY, tidal channel [n] 

TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TIDYTIPS DIIPSTTY annual herb [n TIDYTIPS] 

TIEBACKS ABCEIKST TIEBACK, loop for holding curtain back to one side [n] 

TIEBREAK ABEEIKRT contest to select winner from among contestants with tied score [n -S] 

TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

TIERCELS CEEILRST TIERCEL, tercel (male falcon) [n] 

TIFFINED DEFFIINT TIFFIN, to lunch (to eat noonday meal) [v] 

TIGEREYE EEEGIRTY gemstone (precious stone) [n -S] 

TIGERISH EGHIIRST resembling tiger (large feline mammal) [adj] 

TIGHTENS EGHINSTT TIGHTEN, to make tight [v] 

TIGHTEST EGHISTTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S] 

TILAPIAS AAIILPST TILAPIA, African fish [n] 

TILEFISH EFHIILST marine food fish [n -ES] 

TILELIKE EEIIKLLT resembling tile [adj] 

TILLABLE ABEILLLT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [adj] 

TILLAGES AEGILLST TILLAGE, cultivated land [n] 

TILLERED DEEILLRT TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v] 

TILLITES EIILLSTT TILLITE, rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n] 

TILTABLE ABEILLTT TILT, to cause to slant [adj] 

TILTYARD ADILRTTY area for jousting contests [n -S] 

TIMARAUS AAIMRSTU TIMARAU, tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n] 

TIMBALES ABEILMST TIMBALE, pastry shell shaped like drum [n] 

TIMBERED BDEEIMRT TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TIMBRELS BEILMRST TIMBREL, percussion instrument [n] 

TIMECARD ACDEIMRT card for recording employee's times of arrival and departure [n -S] 

TIMELESS EEILMSST having no beginning or end [adj] 

TIMELIER EEIILMRT TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj] 

TIMELINE EEIILMNT schedule of events [n -S] 

TIMEOUTS EIMOSTTU TIMEOUT, brief suspension of activity [n] 

TIMEWORK EIKMORTW work paid for by hour or by day [n -S] 

TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj] 

TIMIDEST DEIIMSTT TIMID, lacking courage or self-confidence [adj] 

TIMIDITY DIIIMTTY quality of being timid (lacking courage or self-confidence) [n -TIES] 
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TIMOLOLS ILLMOOST TIMOLOL, drug used to treat glaucoma [n] 

TIMOROUS IMOORSTU fearful (afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

TIMPANUM AIMMNPTU tympanum (middle ear) [n -NA, -S] 

TINAMOUS AIMNOSTU TINAMOU, South American game bird [n] 

TINCTING CGIINNTT TINCT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

TINCTURE CEINRTTU to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TINFOILS FIILNOST TINFOIL, thin metal sheeting [n] 

TINGEING EGGIINNT TINGE, to apply trace of color to [v] 

TINGLERS EGILNRST TINGLER, one that tingles (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [n] 

TINGLIER EGIILNRT TINGLY, tingling [adj] 

TINGLING GGIILNNT TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

TINHORNS HINNORST TINHORN, showily pretentious person [n] 

TININESS EIINNSST quality of being tiny (very small) [n -ES] 

TINKERED DEEIKNRT TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TINKERER EEIKNRRT one that tinkers (to repair in unskilled or experimental manner) [n -S] 

TINKLERS EIKLNRST TINKLER, one that tinkles (to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds) [n] 

TINKLIER EIIKLNRT TINKLY, producing tinkling sound [adj] 

TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S] / TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINNIEST EIINNSTT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj] 

TINNITUS IINNSTTU ringing sound in ears [n -ES] 

TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TINSELED DEEILNST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TINSELLY EILLNSTY cheaply gaudy [adj] 

TINSMITH HIIMNSTT one who works with tin [n -S] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n TINSNIPS] 

TINSTONE EINNOSTT tin ore [n -S] 

TINTINGS GIINNSTT TINTING, process of one that tints [n] 

TINTLESS EILNSSTT lacking color [adj] 

TINTYPES EINPSTTY TINTYPE, kind of photograph [n] 

TINWARES AEINRSTW TINWARE, articles made of tinplate [n] 

TINWORKS IKNORSTW TINWORK, something made of tin [n] 

TIPCARTS ACIPRSTT TIPCART, type of cart [n] 

TIPPABLE ABEILPPT capable of being tipped [adj] 

TIPPIEST EIIPPSTT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

TIPPLERS EILPPRST TIPPLER, one that tipples (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

TIPPLING GIILNPPT TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPPYTOE EIOPPTTY to tiptoe (to walk on tips of one's toes) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIPSHEET EEHIPSTT publication with tips for betting on races or investing in stocks [n -S] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES] 

TIPSTERS EIPRSSTT TIPSTER, one that sells information to gamblers [n] 

TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S] 

TIRAMISU AIIMRSTU dessert made with ladyfingers, mascarpone, chocolate, and espresso [n -S] 

TIREDEST DEEIRSTT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TIRELESS EEILRSST seemingly incapable of tiring [adj] 

TIRESOME EEIMORST tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired))) [adj] 

TIRRIVEE EEIIRRTV tantrum (fit of rage) [n -S] 
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TISSUING GIINSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TISSULAR AILRSSTU affecting organism's tissue (structural material) [adj] 

TITANATE AAEINTTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TITANESS AEINSSTT female titan [n -ES] 

TITANIAS AAIINSTT TITANIA, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

TITANISM AIIMNSTT revolt against social conventions [n -S] 

TITANITE AEIINTTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TITANIUM AIIMNTTU metallic element [n -S] 

TITANOUS AINOSTTU pertaining to titanium (metallic element) [adj] 

TITCHIER CEHIIRTT TITCHIE, titchy (very small) [adj] / TITCHY [adj] 

TITHABLE ABEHILTT subject to payment of tithes [adj] 

TITHINGS GHIINSTT TITHING, act of levying tithes [n] 

TITHONIA AHIINOTT tall herb [n -S] 

TITIVATE AEIITTTV to dress smartly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TITLARKS AIKLRSTT TITLARK, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

TITLISTS IILSSTTT TITLIST, sports champion [n] 

TITMOUSE EIMOSTTU small bird [n -MICE] 

TITRABLE ABEILRTT capable of being titrated [adj] 

TITRANTS AINRSTTT TITRANT, reagent used in titration [n] 

TITRATED ADEIRTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

TITRATES AEIRSTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

TITRATOR AIORRTTT one that titrates (to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs) [n -S] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TITTUPED DEIPTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v] 

TITTUPPY IPPTTTUY shaky; unsteady [adj] 

TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj] 

TITULARS AILRSTTU TITULAR, one who holds title [n] 

TITULARY AILRTTUY titular (one who holds title) [n -RIES] 

TOADFISH ADFHIOST marine fish [n -ES] 

TOADFLAX AADFLOTX perennial herb [n -ES] 

TOADLESS ADELOSST having no toads [adj] 

TOADLETS ADELOSTT TOADLET, small toad [n] 

TOADLIKE ADEIKLOT resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

TOADYING ADGINOTY TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADYISH ADHIOSTY characteristic of one that toadies [adj] 

TOADYISM ADIMOSTY toadyish behavior [n -S] 

TOASTERS AEORSSTT TOASTER, device for toasting [n] 

TOASTIER AEIORSTT TOASTY, comfortably warm [adj] 

TOASTING AGINOSTT adding of rhythmic speech to reggae music [n -S] / TOAST, to brown by exposure to heat [v] 

TOBACCOS ABCCOOST TOBACCO, annual herb cultivated for its leaves [n] 

TOBOGGAN ABGGNOOT to ride on long, narrow sled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOCCATAS AACCOSTT TOCCATA, musical composition usually for organ [n] 

TOCHERED CDEEHORT TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

TOCOLOGY CGLOOOTY branch of medicine dealing with childbirth [n -GIES] 

TODDLERS DDELORST TODDLER, one that toddles (to walk unsteadily) [n] 

TODDLING DDGILNOT TODDLE, to walk unsteadily [v] 
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TOECLIPS CEILOPST TOECLIP, device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n] 

TOEHOLDS DEHLOOST TOEHOLD, space that supports toes in climbing [n] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

TOESHOES EEHOOSST TOESHOE, dance slipper without heel [n] 

TOFUTTIS FIOSTTTU TOFUTTI, trademark [n] 

TOGETHER EEGHORTT into union or relationship [adv] 

TOGGLERS EGGLORST TOGGLER, one that toggles (to fasten with type of pin or short rod) [n] 

TOGGLING GGGILNOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOILETRY EILORTTY article used in dressing and grooming oneself [n -RIES] 

TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S] 

TOILSOME EILMOOST demanding much exertion [adj] 

TOILWORN ILNOORTW worn by toil [adj] 

TOKAMAKS AAKKMOST TOKAMAK, doughnut-shaped nuclear reactor [n] 

TOKENING EGIKNNOT TOKEN, to serve as sign of [v] 

TOKENISM EIKMNOST policy of making only superficial effort [n -S] 

TOKOLOGY GKLOOOTY tocology (branch of medicine dealing with childbirth) [n -GIES] 

TOKOMAKS AKKMOOST TOKOMAK, tokamak (doughnut-shaped nuclear reactor) [n] 

TOKONOMA AKMNOOOT small alcove in Japanese house [n -S] 

TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TOLBOOTH BHLOOOTT prison [n -S] 

TOLERANT AELNORTT inclined to tolerate [adj] 

TOLERATE AEELORTT to allow without active opposition [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOLEWARE AEELORTW objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n -S] 

TOLIDINE DEIILNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

TOLIDINS DIILNOST TOLIDIN, tolidine (chemical compound) [n] 

TOLLAGES AEGLLOST TOLLAGE, toll [n] 

TOLLBARS ABLLORST TOLLBAR, tollgate [n] 

TOLLGATE AEGLLOTT to block business deal pending payment of bribe [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOLLINGS GILLNOST TOLLING, collecting of tolls [n] 

TOLLWAYS ALLOSTWY TOLLWAY, road on which tolls are collected [n] 

TOLUATES AELOSTTU TOLUATE, chemical salt [n] 

TOLUENES EELNOSTU TOLUENE, flammable liquid [n] 

TOLUIDES DEILOSTU TOLUIDE, amide (type of chemical compound) [n] 

TOLUIDIN DIILNOTU amine (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TOLUOLES ELLOOSTU TOLUOLE, toluol (toluene (flammable liquid)) [n] 

TOMAHAWK AAHKMOTW to strike with light ax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOMALLEY AELLMOTY liver of lobster [n -S] 

TOMATOES AEMOOSTT TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [n] 

TOMATOEY AEMOOTTY TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [adj] 

TOMBACKS ABCKMOST TOMBACK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TOMBLESS BELMOSST having no tomb [adj] 

TOMBLIKE BEIKLMOT resembling tomb [adj] 

TOMBOLAS ABLMOOST TOMBOLA, gambling game that is type of lottery [n] 

TOMBOLOS BLMOOOST TOMBOLO, sandbar connecting island to mainland [n] 
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TOMENTUM EMMNOTTU network of small blood vessels [n -TA] 

TOMFOOLS FLMOOOST TOMFOOL, foolish person [n] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -S] 

TOMMYROT MMOORTTY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

TOMOGRAM AGMMOORT photograph made with X-rays [n -S] 

TOMORROW MOOORRTW day following today [n -S] 

TOMPIONS IMNOOPST TOMPION, tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n] 

TONALITY AILNOTTY system of tones [n -TIES] 

TONEARMS AEMNORST TONEARM, pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n] 

TONELESS EELNOSST lacking in tone [adj] 

TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n -S] 

TONETTES EENOSTTT TONETTE, simple flute [n] 

TONGUING GGINNOTU TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] / use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S] 

TONICITY CIINOTTY normal, healthy bodily condition [n -TIES] 

TONIFIED DEFIINOT TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TONIFIES EFIINOST TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TONIGHTS GHINOSTT TONIGHT, present night [n] 

TONISHLY HILNOSTY TONISH, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

TONNAGES AEGNNOST TONNAGE, total weight in tons [n] 

TONNEAUS AENNOSTU TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONNEAUX AENNOTUX TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONSILAR AILNORST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [adj] 

TONSURED DENORSTU TONSURE, to shave head of [v] 

TONSURES ENORSSTU TONSURE, to shave head of [v] 

TONTINES EINNOSTT TONTINE, form of collective life insurance [n] 

TOODLING DGILNOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLBARS ABLOORST TOOLBAR, row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n] 

TOOLHEAD ADEHLOOT part of machine [n -S] 

TOOLINGS GILNOOST TOOLING, ornamentation done with tools [n] 

TOOLLESS ELLOOSST having no tools [adj] 

TOOLPUSH HLOOPSTU worker who directs drilling on oil rig [n -ES] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOLSETS ELOOSSTT TOOLSET, set of tools [n] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOTHIER EHIOORTT TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adj] 

TOOTHILY HILOOTTY TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adv] 

TOOTHING GHINOOTT TOOTH, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

TOOTLERS ELOORSTT TOOTLER, one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n] 

TOOTLING GILNOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TOOTSIES EIOOSSTT TOOTSIE, tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n] / TOOTSY [n] 

TOPAZINE AEINOPTZ TOPAZ, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

TOPCOATS ACOOPSTT TOPCOAT, lightweight overcoat [n] 

TOPCROSS COOPRSST cross between purebred male and inferior female stock [n -ES] 

TOPICALS ACILOPST TOPICAL, postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n] 

TOPKICKS CIKKOPST TOPKICK, first sergeant [n] 

TOPKNOTS KNOOPSTT TOPKNOT, ornament for hair [n] 

TOPLINES EILNOPST TOPLINE, outline of top of animal's body [n] 
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TOPLOFTY FLOOPTTY haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one’s worth or importance)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

TOPMASTS AMOPSSTT TOPMAST, mast of ship [n] 

TOPNOTCH CHNOOPTT excellent [adj] 

TOPOLOGY GLOOOPTY branch of mathematics [n -GIES] 

TOPONYMS MNOOPSTY TOPONYM, name of place [n] 

TOPONYMY MNOOPTYY study of toponyms [n - MIES] 

TOPOTYPE EOOPPTTY specimen selected from locality typical of species [n -S] 

TOPPINGS GINOPPST TOPPING, something that forms top [n] 

TOPPLING GILNOPPT TOPPLE, to fall forward [v] 

TOPSAILS AILOPSST TOPSAIL, sail of ship [n] 

TOPSIDER DEIOPRST one who is at highest level of authority [n -S] 

TOPSIDES DEIOPSST TOPSIDE, upper portion of ship [n] 

TOPSOILS ILOOPSST TOPSOIL, to remove surface layer of soil from [v] 

TOPSPINS INOPPSST TOPSPIN, forward spin imparted to ball [n] 

TOPSTONE ENOOPSTT stone at top of structure [n -S] 

TOPWATER AEOPRTTW floating on or near top of water [adj] 

TOPWORKS KOOPRSTW TOPWORK, to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v] 

TOQUILLA AILLOQTU palmlike plant of South America [n -S] 

TORCHERE CEEHORRT type of electric lamp [n -S] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT torchere (type of electric lamp) [n -S] / TORCHY, characteristic of torch song [adj] 

TORCHING CGHINORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHLIT CHILORTT lighted by torches (poles with burning end) [adj] 

TORCHONS CHNOORST TORCHON, coarse lace [n] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TOREUTIC CEIORTTU pertaining to type of metalwork [adj] 

TORMENTS EMNORSTT TORMENT, to inflict with great bodily or mental suffering [v] 

TORNADIC ACDINORT TORNADO, violent windstorm [adj] 

TORNADOS ADNOORST TORNADO, violent windstorm [n] 

TORNILLO ILLNOORT flowering shrub [n -S] 

TOROIDAL ADILOORT TOROID, type of geometric surface [adj] 

TOROSITY IOORSTTY quality or state of being torose [n -TIES] 

TORPEDOS DEOOPRST TORPEDO, to damage or sink with underwater missile [v] 

TORPIDLY DILOPRTY in sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) manner [adv] 

TORQUATE AEOQRTTU having torques (band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck) [adj] 

TORQUERS EOQRRSTU TORQUER, one that torques (to cause to twist) [n] 

TORQUIER EIOQRRTU TORQUEY, providing force to cause rotation [adj] 

TORQUING GINOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TORRENTS ENORRSTT TORRENT, rapid stream of water [n] 

TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj] 

TORRIDLY DILORRTY TORRID, extremely hot [adv] 

TORSADES ADEORSST TORSADE, twisted cord [n] 

TORSIONS INOORSST TORSION, act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n] 

TORTELLI EILLORTT small stuffed pasta [n TORTELLI, -S] 

TORTILLA AILLORTT round, flat cake of unleavened cornmeal [n -S] 

TORTIOUS IOORSTTU of nature of tort [adj] 

TORTOISE EIOORSTT any of order of reptiles having body enclosed in bony shell [n -S] 

TORTONIS INOORSTT TORTONI, type of ice cream [n] 
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TORTUOUS OORSTTUU marked by repeated turns or bends [adj] 

TORTURED DEORRTTU TORTURE, to subject to severe physical pain [v] 

TORTURER EORRRTTU one that tortures (to subject to severe physical pain) [n -S] 

TORTURES EORRSTTU TORTURE, to subject to severe physical pain [v] 

TOSSPOTS OOPSSSTT TOSSPOT, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

TOSTADAS AADOSSTT TOSTADA, tortilla fried in deep fat [n] 

TOSTADOS ADOOSSTT TOSTADO, tostada (tortilla fried in deep fat) [n] 

TOSTONES ENOOSSTT TOSTONE, Mexican dish of fried plantains [n] 

TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALISE AEILOSTT to totalize (to make complete) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TOTALISM AILMOSTT centralized control by autocratic authority [n -S] 

TOTALIST AILOSTTT one who tends to regard things as unified whole [n -S] 

TOTALITY AILOTTTY quality or state of being complete [n -TIES] 

TOTALIZE AEILOTTZ to make complete [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTEABLE ABEELOTT TOTE, to carry by hand [adj] 

TOTEMISM EIMMOSTT system of tribal division according to totems [n -S] 

TOTEMIST EIMOSTTT specialist in totemism [n -S] 

TOTEMITE EEIMOTTT totemist (specialist in totemism) [n -S] 

TOTTERED DEEORTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOTTERER EEORRTTT one that totters (to walk unsteadily) [n -S] 

TOUCHERS CEHORSTU TOUCHER, one that touches (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TOUCHIER CEHIORTU TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adj] 

TOUCHILY CHILOTUY TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adv] 

TOUCHING CGHINOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHPAD ACDHOPTU keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure [n -S] 

TOUCHUPS CHOPSTUU TOUCHUP, act of finishing by adding minor improvements [n] 

TOUGHENS EGHNOSTU TOUGHEN, to make tough [v] 

TOUGHEST EGHOSTTU TOUGH, strong and resilient [adj] 

TOUGHIES EGHIOSTU TOUGHIE, tough person [n] / TOUGHY [n] 

TOUGHING GGHINOTU TOUGH, to endure hardship [v] 

TOUGHISH GHHIOSTU somewhat tough [adj] 

TOURACOS ACOORSTU TOURACO, African bird [n] 

TOURINGS GINORSTU TOURING, cross-country skiing for pleasure [n] 

TOURISMS IMORSSTU TOURISM, practice of touring for pleasure [n] 

TOURISTA AIORSTTU turista (intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country) [n -S] 

TOURISTS IORSSTTU TOURIST, one who tours for pleasure [n] 

TOURISTY IORSTTUY TOURIST, one who tours for pleasure [adj] 

TOURNEYS ENORSTUY TOURNEY, to compete in tournament [v] 

TOUSLING GILNOSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TOUZLING GILNOTUZ TOUZLE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TOVARICH ACHIORTV comrade (close friend) [n -ES] 

TOVARISH AHIORSTV tovarich (comrade (close friend)) [n -ES] 

TOWARDLY ADLORTWY favorable [adj] 

TOWAWAYS AAOSTWWY TOWAWAY, act of towing away vehicle [n] 

TOWBOATS ABOOSTTW TOWBOAT, tugboat (boat built for towing) [n] 

TOWELING EGILNOTW material used for towels [n -S] / TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 
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TOWELLED DEELLOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TOWERIER EEIORRTW TOWERY, very tall [adj] 

TOWERING EGINORTW TOWER, to rise to great height [v] 

TOWHEADS ADEHOSTW TOWHEAD, head of light blond hair [n] 

TOWLINES EILNOSTW TOWLINE, line used in towing [n] 

TOWMONDS DMNOOSTW TOWMOND, year (period of time consisting of 365 or 366 days) [n] 

TOWMONTS MNOOSTTW TOWMONT, towmond (year (period of time consisting of 365 or 366 days)) [n] 

TOWNFOLK FKLNOOTW inhabitants of town [n TOWNFOLK] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TOWNLESS ELNOSSTW having no towns [adj] 

TOWNLETS ELNOSTTW TOWNLET, small town [n] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW site of town [n -S] 

TOWNSMAN AMNNOSTW resident of town [n -MEN] 

TOWNSMEN EMNNOSTW TOWNSMAN, resident of town [n] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TOWNWEAR AENORTWW apparel that is suitable for wear in city [n TOWNWEAR] 

TOWPATHS AHOPSTTW TOWPATH, path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n] 

TOWPLANE AELNOPTW airplane that tows gliders [n -S] 

TOWROPES EOOPRSTW TOWROPE, rope used in towing [n] 

TOWSACKS ACKOSSTW TOWSACK, sack made of coarse fabric [n] 

TOXAEMIA AAEIMOTX toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [n -S] 

TOXAEMIC ACEIMOTX TOXAEMIA, toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [adj] 

TOXEMIAS AEIMOSTX TOXEMIA, condition of having toxins in blood [n] 

TOXICANT ACINOTTX poisonous substance [n -S] 

TOXICITY CIIOTTXY quality of being poisonous [n -TIES] 

TOYLANDS ADLNOSTY TOYLAND, toy industry [n] 

TOYSHOPS HOOPSSTY TOYSHOP, shop where toys are sold [n] 

TOYTOWNS NOOSTTWY TOYTOWN, small model of town [n] 

TRABEATE AABEERTT constructed with horizontal beams [adj] 

TRACHEAE AACEEHRT TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRACHEAL AACEHLRT TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [adj] 

TRACHEAS AACEHRST TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRACHEID ACDEHIRT long, tubular plant cell [n -S] 

TRACHLED ACDEHLRT TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

TRACHLES ACEHLRST TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

TRACHOMA AACHMORT disease of eye [n -S] 

TRACHYTE ACEHRTTY light-colored igneous rock [n -S] 

TRACINGS ACGINRST TRACING, something that is traced [n] 

TRACKAGE AACEGKRT track system of railroad [n -S] 

TRACKBED ABCDEKRT roadbed for railroad [n -S] 

TRACKERS ACEKRRST TRACKER, one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n] 

TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S] / TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRACKMAN AACKMNRT railroad worker [n -MEN] 

TRACKMEN ACEKMNRT TRACKMAN, railroad worker [n] 

TRACKPAD AACDKPRT touchpad (keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure) [n -S] 

TRACKWAY AACKRTWY trodden path [n -S] 
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TRACTATE AACERTTT treatise (formal and systematic written account of subject) [n -S] 

TRACTILE ACEILRTT capable of being drawn out in length [adj] 

TRACTION ACINORTT act of pulling or drawing over surface [n -S] 

TRACTIVE ACEIRTTV TRACTION, act of pulling or drawing over surface [adj] 

TRACTORS ACORRSTT TRACTOR, motor vehicle used in farming [n] 

TRACTRIX ACIRRTTX mathematical curve [n -ICES] 

TRADABLE AABDELRT TRADE, to give in exchange for another commodity [adj] 

TRADEOFF ADEFFORT giving up of one thing in return for another [n -S] 

TRADINGS ADGINRST TRADING, action of exchanging commodities [n] 

TRADITOR ADIORRTT traitor among early Christians [n -ES] 

TRADUCED ACDDERTU TRADUCE, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

TRADUCER ACDERRTU one that traduces (to defame (to attack good name of)) [n -S] 

TRADUCES ACDERSTU TRADUCE, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

TRAFFICS ACFFIRST TRAFFIC, to engage in buying and selling [v] 

TRAGICAL AACGILRT of nature of tragedy [adj] 

TRAGOPAN AAGNOPRT Asian pheasant [n -S] 

TRAIKING AGIIKNRT TRAIK, to trudge (to walk tiredly) [v] 

TRAILERS AEILRRST TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAINEES AEEINRST TRAINEE, person receiving training [n] 

TRAINERS AEINRRST TRAINER, one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n] 

TRAINFUL AFILNRTU as much as railroad train can hold [n -S] 

TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S] TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TRAINMAN AAIMNNRT railroad employee [n -MEN] 

TRAINMEN AEIMNNRT TRAINMAN, railroad employee [n] 

TRAINWAY AAINRTWY railway (railroad) [n -S] 

TRAIPSED ADEIPRST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

TRAIPSES AEIPRSST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

TRAITORS AIORRSTT TRAITOR, one who betrays another [n] 

TRAJECTS ACEJRSTT TRAJECT, to transmit (to send from one place or person to another) [v] 

TRAMCARS AACMRRST TRAMCAR, streetcar [n] 

TRAMELED ADEELMRT TRAMEL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAMELLS AELLMRST TRAMELL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAMLESS AELMRSST having no tramcar [adj] 

TRAMLINE AEILMNRT streetcar line [n -S] 

TRAMMELS AELMMRST TRAMMEL, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

TRAMMING AGIMMNRT TRAM, to convey in tramcar [v] 

TRAMPERS AEMPRRST TRAMPER, one that tramps (to walk with firm, heavy step) [n] 

TRAMPIER AEIMPRRT TRAMPY, having characteristics of vagrant [adj] 

TRAMPING AGIMNPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

TRAMPISH AHIMPRST resembling vagabond [adj] 

TRAMPLED ADELMPRT TRAMPLE, to tread on heavily [v] 

TRAMPLER AELMPRRT one that tramples (to tread on heavily) [n -S] 

TRAMPLES AELMPRST TRAMPLE, to tread on heavily [v] 

TRAMROAD AADMORRT railway in mine [n -S] 

TRAMWAYS AAMRSTWY TRAMWAY, tramline (streetcar line) [n] 

TRANCHES ACEHNRST TRANCHE, portion [n] 
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TRANCING ACGINNRT TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

TRANGAMS AAGMNRST TRANGAM, gewgaw (showy trinket) [n] 

TRANKING AGIKNNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TRANNIES AEINNRST TRANNIE, tranny (transmission) [n] / TRANNY [n] 

TRANQUIL AILNQRTU free from disturbance [adj -LER, -LEST, -LLER, -LLEST] 

TRANSACT AACNRSTT to carry out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSEPT AENPRSTT major transverse part of body of church [n -S] 

TRANSFER AEFNRRST to convey from one source to another [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

TRANSHIP AHINPRST to transfer from one conveyance to another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TRANSITS AINRSSTT TRANSIT, to pass across or through [v] 

TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

TRANSOMS AMNORSST TRANSOM, small window above door or another window [n] 

TRANSUDE ADENRSTU to pass through membrane [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TRAPBALL AABLLPRT type of ball game [n -S] 

TRAPDOOR ADOOPRRT lifting or sliding door covering opening [n -S] 

TRAPESED ADEEPRST TRAPES, to traipse (to walk about in idle or aimless manner) [v] 

TRAPESES AEEPRSST TRAPES, to traipse (to walk about in idle or aimless manner) [v] 

TRAPEZES AEEPRSTZ TRAPEZE, gymnastic apparatus [n] 

TRAPEZIA AAEIPRTZ four-sided polygons having no parallel sides [n TRAPEZIA] 

TRAPEZII AEIIPRTZ triangular muscles of back [n TRAPEZII] 

TRAPLIKE AEIKLPRT resembling trap [adj] 

TRAPLINE AEILNPRT series of traps [n -S] 

TRAPNEST AENPRSTT to determine productivity of hens with type of nest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAPPEAN AAENPPRT pertaining to traprock (igneous rock) [adj] 

TRAPPERS AEPPRRST TRAPPER, one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n] 

TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S] / TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRAPPOSE AEOPPRST trappean (pertaining to traprock (igneous rock)) [adj] 

TRAPPOUS AOPPRSTU trappean (pertaining to traprock (igneous rock)) [adj] 

TRAPROCK ACKOPRRT igneous rock [n -S] 

TRAPUNTO ANOPRTTU decorative quilted design [n -S] 

TRASHERS AEHRRSST TRASHER, one that destroys or damages [n] 

TRASHIER AEHIRRST TRASHY, resembling trash [adj] 

TRASHILY AHILRSTY TRASHY, resembling trash [adv] 

TRASHING AGHINRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASHMAN AAHMNRST person who removes trash [n -MEN] 

TRASHMEN AEHMNRST TRASHMAN, person who removes trash [n] 

TRAUCHLE ACEHLRTU to trachle (to draggle (to make wet and dirty)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRAUMATA AAAMRTTU TRAUMA, severe emotional shock [n] 

TRAVAILS AAILRSTV TRAVAIL, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

TRAVELED ADEELRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

TRAVELER AEELRRTV one that travels (to go from one place to another) [n -S] 

TRAVELOG AEGLORTV lecture or film on traveling [n -S] 

TRAVERSE AEERRSTV to pass across or through [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRAVESTY AERSTTVY to parody (to imitate serious literary work for comic effect) [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 

TRAVOISE AEIORSTV travois (type of sled) [n -S] 
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TRAWLERS AELRRSTW TRAWLER, boat used for trawling [n] 

TRAWLEYS AELRSTWY TRAWLEY, small truck or car for conveying material [n] 

TRAWLING AGILNRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TRAWLNET AELNRTTW large net used in trawling [n -S] 

TRAYFULS AFLRSTUY TRAYFUL, as much as tray will hold [n] 

TREACLES ACEELRST TREACLE, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

TREADERS ADEERRST TREADER, one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n] 

TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

TREADLED ADDEELRT TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TREADLER ADEELRRT one that treadles (to work foot lever) [n -S] 

TREADLES ADEELRST TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TREASONS AENORSST TREASON, violation of allegiance toward one's country [n] 

TREASURE AEERRSTU to value highly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TREASURY AERRSTUY place where funds are received, kept, and disbursed [n -RIES] 

TREATERS AEERRSTT TREATER, one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n] 

TREATIES AEEIRSTT TREATY, formal agreement between two or more nations [n] 

TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S] / TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TREATISE AEEIRSTT formal and systematic written account of subject [n -S] 

TREBLING BEGILNRT TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 

TRECENTO CEENORTT fourteenth century [n -S] 

TREDDLED DDDEELRT TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

TREDDLES DDEELRST TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

TREELAWN AEELNRTW strip of lawn between street and sidewalk [n -S] 

TREELESS EEELRSST having no tree [adj] 

TREELIKE EEEIKLRT resembling tree [adj] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S] 

TREETOPS EEOPRSTT TREETOP, top of tree [n] 

TREFOILS EFILORST TREFOIL, plant having ternate leaves [n] 

TREHALAS AAEHLRST TREHALA, sweet, edible substance forming pupal case of certain weevils [n] 

TREKKERS EEKKRRST TREKKER, one that treks (to make slow or arduous journey) [n] 

TREKKING EGIKKNRT TREK, to make slow or arduous journey [v] 

TREMBLED BDEELMRT TREMBLE, to shake involuntarily [v] 

TREMBLER BEELMRRT one that trembles (to shake involuntarily) [n -S] 

TREMBLES BEELMRST TREMBLE, to shake involuntarily [v] 

TREMBLOR BELMORRT earth tremor [n -S] 

TREMOLOS ELMOORST TREMOLO, vibrating musical effect [n] 

TREMORED DEEMORRT TREMOR, to undergo shaking or quivering [v] 

TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TRENCHED CDEEHNRT TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

TRENCHER CEEHNRRT wooden platter for serving food [n -S] 

TRENCHES CEEHNRST TRENCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDIES DEEINRST TRENDY, trendy person [n] 

TRENDIFY DEFINRTY to make something trendy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TRENDILY DEILNRTY TRENDY, very fashionable [adv] 

TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 
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TRENDOID DDEINORT trendy person [n -S] 

TREPANGS AEGNPRST TREPANG, marine animal [n] 

TREPHINE EEHINPRT to operate on with surgical saw [v -D, -NING, -S] 

TRESPASS AEPRSSST to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRESSELS EELRSSST TRESSEL, trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n] 

TRESSIER EEIRRSST TRESSY, abounding in tresses [adj] 

TRESSING EGINRSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRESSOUR EORRSSTU tressure (type of heraldic design) [n -S] 

TRESSURE EERRSSTU type of heraldic design [n -S] 

TRESTLES EELRSSTT TRESTLE, framework for supporting bridge [n] 

TREVALLY AELLRTVY Australian food fish [n -LLIES, -S] 

TRIACIDS ACDIIRST TRIACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

TRIACTOR ACIORRTT trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRIADICS ACDIIRST TRIADIC, member of triad [n] 

TRIADISM ADIIMRST quality or state of being triad [n -S] 

TRIAGING AGGIINRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

TRIALING AGIILNRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIALIST AIILRSTT person who participates in test of something [n -S] 

TRIALLED ADEILLRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIANGLE AEGILNRT polygon having three sides [n -S] 

TRIARCHY ACHIRRTY government by three persons [n -HIES] 

TRIASSIC ACIIRSST of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

TRIAXIAL AAIILRTX having three axes [adj] 

TRIAZINE AEIINRTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIAZINS AIINRSTZ TRIAZIN, triazine (chemical compound) [n] 

TRIAZOLE AEILORTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIBADES ABDEIRST TRIBADE, lesbian (female homosexual) [n] 

TRIBADIC ABCDIIRT TRIBADE, lesbian (female homosexual) [adj] 

TRIBALLY ABILLRTY in manner characteristic of tribe [adv] 

TRIBASIC ABCIIRST having three replaceable hydrogen atoms [adj] 

TRIBRACH ABCHIRRT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRIBUNAL ABILNRTU court of justice [n -S] 

TRIBUNES BEINRSTU TRIBUNE, defender of rights of people [n] 

TRIBUTES BEIRSTTU TRIBUTE, something given to show respect, gratitude, or admiration [n] 

TRICHINA ACHIINRT parasitic worm [n -E, -S] 

TRICHITE CEHIIRTT minute mineral body found in volcanic rocks [n -S] 

TRICHOID CDHIIORT hairlike (resembling hair (threadlike growth)) [adj] 

TRICHOME CEHIMORT hairlike outgrowth [n -S] 

TRICKERS CEIKRRST TRICKER, one that tricks (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

TRICKERY CEIKRRTY deception [n -RIES] 

TRICKIER CEIIKRRT TRICKY, characterized by deception [adj] / TRICKIE [adj] 

TRICKILY CIIKLRTY in tricky (characterized by deception) manner [adv] 

TRICKING CGIIKNRT TRICK, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

TRICKISH CHIIKRST tricky (characterized by deception) [adj] 

TRICKLED CDEIKLRT TRICKLE, to flow or fall in drops [v] 

TRICKLES CEIKLRST TRICKLE, to flow or fall in drops [v] 

TRICLADS ACDILRST TRICLAD, aquatic flatworm [n] 
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TRICOLOR CILOORRT flag having three colors [n -S] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRICORNS CINORRST TRICORN, hat with brim turned up on three sides [n] 

TRICTRAC ACCIRRTT form of backgammon [n -S] 

TRICYCLE CCEILRTY to ride vehicle having three wheels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRIDENTS DEINRSTT TRIDENT, spear having three prongs [n] 

TRIDUUMS DIMRSTUU TRIDUUM, period of three days of prayer [n] 

TRIENNIA AEIINNRT periods of three years [n TRIENNIA] 

TRIENTES EEINRSTT TRIENS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

TRIETHYL EHILRTTY containing three ethyl groups [adj] 

TRIFECTA ACEFIRTT system of betting [n -S] 

TRIFFIDS DFFIIRST TRIFFID, fictional predatory plant [n] 

TRIFLERS EFILRRST TRIFLER, one that trifles (to waste time) [n] 

TRIFLING FGIILNRT TRIFLE, to waste time [v] / waste of time [n -S] 

TRIFOCAL ACFILORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

TRIFORIA AFIIORRT galleries in church [n TRIFORIA] 

TRIGGERS EGGIRRST TRIGGER, to actuate (to set into action or motion) [v] 

TRIGGEST EGGIRSTT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRIGGING GGGIINRT TRIG, to make trig [v] 

TRIGLYPH GHILPRTY architectural ornament [n -S] 

TRIGNESS EGINRSST quality or state of being trig [n -ES] 

TRIGONAL AGILNORT shaped like triangle [adj] 

TRIGRAMS AGIMRRST TRIGRAM, cluster of three successive letters [n] 

TRIGRAPH AGHIPRRT group of three letters representing one sound [n -S] 

TRIHEDRA ADEHIRRT figures having three plane surfaces meeting at point [n TRIHEDRA] 

TRILBIED BDEIILRT TRILBY, soft felt hat [adj] 

TRILBIES BEIILRST TRILBY, soft felt hat [n] 

TRILITHS HIILRSTT TRILITH, prehistoric structure of three large stones [n] 

TRILLERS EILLRRST TRILLER, one that trills (to sing or play with vibrating effect) [n] 

TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRILLION IILLNORT number [n -S] 

TRILLIUM IILLMRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

TRILOBAL ABILLORT trilobed (having three lobes) [adj] 

TRILOBED BDEILORT having three lobes [adj] 

TRIMARAN AAIMNRRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

TRIMERIC CEIIMRRT TRIMER, type of chemical compound [adj] 

TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 

TRIMMERS EIMMRRST TRIMMER, one that trims (to make trim by cutting) [n] 

TRIMMEST EIMMRSTT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] 

TRIMMING GIIMMNRT something added as decoration [n -S] / TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

TRIMNESS EIMNRSST state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TRIMORPH HIMOPRRT substance existing in three forms [n -S] 

TRIMOTOR IMOORRTT airplane powered by three engines [n -S] 

TRIMPOTS IMOPRSTT TRIMPOT, small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n] 

TRINDLED DDEILNRT TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRINDLES DEILNRST TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRINKETS EIKNRSTT TRINKET, to deal secretly [v] 
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TRINKUMS IKMNRSTU small ornaments [n TRINKUMS] 

TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

TRIOLETS EILORSTT TRIOLET, short poem of fixed form [n] 

TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

TRIPACKS ACIKPRST TRIPACK, type of film pack [n] 

TRIPEDAL ADEILPRT having three feet [adj] 

TRIPHASE AEHIPRST having three phases [adj] 

TRIPLANE AEILNPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

TRIPLETS EILPRSTT TRIPLET, group of three of one kind [n] 

TRIPLING GIILNPRT TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLITE EIILPRTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TRIPLOID DIILOPRT cell having chromosome number that is three times basic number [n -S] 

TRIPODAL ADILOPRT TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

TRIPODIC CDIIOPRT TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

TRIPOLIS IILOPRST TRIPOLI, soft, friable rock [n] 

TRIPOSES EIOPRSST TRIPOS, tripod (stand having three legs) [n] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TRIPPERS EIPPRRST TRIPPER, one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n] 

TRIPPETS EIPPRSTT TRIPPET, part of mechanism designed to strike another part [n] 

TRIPPIER EIIPPRRT TRIPPY, suggesting trip on psychedelic drugs [adj] 

TRIPPING GIINPPRT act of one that trips [n -S] / TRIP, to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running) [v] 

TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIPTANS AINPRSTT TRIPTAN, drug for treating migraine attacks [n] 

TRIPTYCA ACIPRTTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

TRIPTYCH CHIPRTTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

TRIPWIRE EIIPRRTW low-placed hidden wire that sets off alarm or trap [n -S] 

TRIREMES EEIMRRST TRIREME, ancient Greek or Roman warship [n] 

TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

TRISECTS CEIRSSTT TRISECT, to divide into three equal parts [v] 

TRISEMES EEIMRSST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [n] 

TRISEMIC CEIIMRST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [adj] 

TRISHAWS AHIRSSTW TRISHAW, pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n] 

TRISKELE EEIKLRST figure consisting of three branches radiating from center [n -S] 

TRISOMES EIMORSST TRISOME, organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number [n] 

TRISOMIC CIIMORST trisome (organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number) [n -S] 

TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj] 

TRISTEZA AEIRSTTZ disease of citrus trees [n -S] 

TRISTFUL FILRSTTU sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [adj] 

TRISTICH CHIIRSTT stanza of three lines [n -S] 

TRITHING GHIINRTT administrative division in England [n -S] 

TRITICUM CIIMRTTU cereal grass [n -S] 

TRITIUMS IIMRSTTU TRITIUM, isotope of hydrogen [n] 

TRITOMAS AIMORSTT TRITOMA, African herb [n] 

TRITONES EINORSTT TRITONE, musical interval of three whole tones [n] 

TRIUMPHS HIMPRSTU TRIUMPH, to be victorious [v] 

TRIUMVIR IIMRRTUV one of ruling body of three in ancient Rome [n -I, -S] 
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TRIUNITY IINRTTUY trinity (group of three) [n -TIES] 

TRIVALVE AEILRTVV type of shell [n -S] 

TRIVIUMS IIMRSTUV TRIVIUM, group of studies in medieval schools [n] 

TROAKING AGIKNORT TROAK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

TROCHAIC ACCHIORT trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

TROCHARS ACHORRST TROCHAR, trocar (surgical instrument) [n] 

TROCHEES CEEHORST TROCHEE, type of metrical foot [n] 

TROCHILI CHIILORT TROCHIL, African bird [n] 

TROCHILS CHILORST TROCHIL, African bird [n] 

TROCHLEA ACEHLORT anatomical structure resembling pulley [n -E, -S] 

TROCHOID CDHIOORT type of geometric curve [n -S] 

TROCKING CGIKNORT TROCK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

TROFFERS EFFORRST TROFFER, fixture for fluorescent lighting [n] 

TROILISM IILMORST sexual relations involving three persons [n -S] 

TROILITE EIILORTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TROLANDS ADLNORST TROLAND, unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n] 

TROLLERS ELLORRST TROLLER, one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n] 

TROLLEYS ELLORSTY TROLLEY, to convey by streetcar [v] 

TROLLIED DEILLORT TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

TROLLIES EILLORST TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S] / TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROLLISH HILLORST resembling troll (mythological dwarf) [adj] 

TROLLOPS LLOOPRST TROLLOP, prostitute [n] 

TROLLOPY LLOOPRTY TROLLOP, prostitute [adj] 

TROMBONE BEMNOORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

TROMMELS ELMMORST TROMMEL, screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n] 

TROMPING GIMNOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

TROOPERS EOOPRRST TROOPER, cavalryman [n] 

TROOPIAL AILOOPRT troupial (tropical bird) [n -S] 

TROOPING GINOOPRT TROOP, to move or gather in crowds [v] 

TROPHIED DEHIOPRT TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TROPHIES EHIOPRST TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TROPICAL ACILOPRT plant of region lying between tropics [n -S] 

TROPINES EINOPRST TROPINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 

TROPISMS IMOPRSST TROPISM, involuntary response of organism to external stimulus [n] 

TROPONIN INNOOPRT protein of muscle [n -S] 

TROTHING GHINORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TROTLINE EILNORTT strong fishing line [n -S] 

TROTTERS EORRSTTT TROTTER, horse that trots [n] 

TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S] / TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TROUBLED BDELORTU TROUBLE, to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v] 

TROUBLER BELORRTU one that troubles (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [n -S] 

TROUBLES BELORSTU TROUBLE, to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v] 

TROUNCED CDENORTU TROUNCE, to beat severely [v] 

TROUNCER CENORRTU one that trounces (to beat severely) [n -S] 

TROUNCES CENORSTU TROUNCE, to beat severely [v] 

TROUPERS EOPRRSTU TROUPER, member of theatrical company [n] 
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TROUPIAL AILOPRTU tropical bird [n -S] 

TROUPING GINOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v] 

TROUSERS EORRSSTU garment for lower part of body [n TROUSERS] 

TROUTIER EIORRTTU TROUTY, abounding in trout [adj] 

TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

TROUVERE EEORRTUV medieval poet [n -S] 

TROUVEUR EORRTUUV trouvere (medieval poet) [n -S] 

TROWELED DEELORTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

TROWELER EELORRTW one that trowels (to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade)) [n -S] 

TROWSERS EORRSSTW trousers (garment for lower part of body) [n TROWSERS] 

TRUANTED ADENRTTU TRUANT, to stay out of school without permission [v] 

TRUANTLY ALNRTTUY in manner of one who shirks duty [adv] 

TRUANTRY ANRRTTUY truancy (act of truanting) [n -RIES] 

TRUCKAGE ACEGKRTU transportation of goods by trucks [n -S] 

TRUCKERS CEKRRSTU TRUCKER, truck driver [n] 

TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S] 

TRUCKING CGIKNRTU TRUCK, to transport by truck (automotive vehicle designed to carry loads) [v] / truckage (transportation of goods by trucks) [n -S] 

TRUCKLED CDEKLRTU TRUCKLE, to yield weakly [v] 

TRUCKLER CEKLRRTU one that truckles (to yield weakly) [n -S] 

TRUCKLES CEKLRSTU TRUCKLE, to yield weakly [v] 

TRUCKMAN ACKMNRTU trucker (truck driver) [n -MEN] 

TRUCKMEN CEKMNRTU TRUCKMAN, trucker (truck driver) [n] 

TRUDGENS DEGNRSTU TRUDGEN, swimming stroke [n] 

TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S] 

TRUDGERS DEGRRSTU TRUDGER, one that trudges (to walk tiredly) [n] 

TRUDGING DGGINRTU TRUDGE, to walk tiredly [v] 

TRUEBLUE BEELRTUU person of unwavering loyalty [n -S] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

TRUEBRED BDEERRTU designating animal of unmixed stock [adj] 

TRUELOVE EELORTUV sweetheart [n -S] 

TRUENESS EENRSSTU quality or state of being true [n -ES] 

TRUFFLED DEFFLRTU TRUFFLE, edible fungus [adj] 

TRUFFLES EFFLRSTU TRUFFLE, edible fungus [n] 

TRUISTIC CIIRSTTU TRUISM, obvious truth [adj] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

TRUMPERY EMPRRTUY worthless finery [n -RIES] 

TRUMPETS EMPRSTTU TRUMPET, to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v] 

TRUMPING GIMNPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TRUNCATE ACENRTTU to shorten by cutting off part [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRUNDLED DDELNRTU TRUNDLE, to propel by causing to rotate [v] 

TRUNDLER DELNRRTU one that trundles (to propel by causing to rotate) [n -S] 

TRUNDLES DELNRSTU TRUNDLE, to propel by causing to rotate [v] 

TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S] 

TRUNKING GIKNNRTU system of electrical or telephone lines [n -S] 

TRUNNELS ELNNRSTU TRUNNEL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TRUNNION INNNORTU pin or pivot on which something can be rotated [n -S] 

TRUSSERS ERRSSSTU TRUSSER, one that trusses (to secure tightly) [n] 
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TRUSSING GINRSSTU framework of structure [n -S] / TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSTEED DEERSTTU TRUSTEE, to commit to care of administrator [v] 

TRUSTEES EERSSTTU TRUSTEE, to commit to care of administrator [v] 

TRUSTERS ERRSSTTU TRUSTER, one that trusts (to place confidence in) [n] 

TRUSTFUL FLRSTTUU inclined to trust [adj] 

TRUSTIER EIRRSTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

TRUSTIES EIRSSTTU TRUSTY, one worthy of trust [n] 

TRUSTILY ILRSTTUY TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adv] 

TRUSTING GINRSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TRUSTORS ORRSSTTU TRUSTOR, one that trustees his property [n] 

TRUTHERS EHRRSTTU TRUTHER, type of conspiracy theorist [n]  

TRUTHFUL FHLRTTUU telling truth (conformity to fact or reality) [adj] 

TRYINGLY GILNRTYY in distressing manner [adv] 

TRYPSINS INPRSSTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

TRYSAILS AILRSSTY TRYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

TRYSTERS ERRSSTTY TRYSTER, one that trysts (to agree to meet) [n] 

TRYSTING GINRSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TRYWORKS KORRSTWY type of furnace [n TRYWORKS] 

TSARDOMS ADMORSST TSARDOM, czardom (domain of czar) [n] 

TSAREVNA AAENRSTV czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TSARINAS AAINRSST TSARINA, czarina (wife of czar) [n] 

TSARISMS AIMRSSST TSARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n] 

TSARISTS AIRSSSTT TSARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n] 

TSARITZA AAIRSTTZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TSATSKES AEKSSSTT TSATSKE, chachka (chatchka (knickknack)) [n] 

TSKTSKED DEKKSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TSORRISS IORRSSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSORRISS] 

TSUNAMIC ACIMNSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [adj] 

TSUNAMIS AIMNSSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [n] 

TSURISES EIRSSSTU TSURIS, series of misfortunes [n] 

TUATARAS AAARSTTU TUATARA, large reptile [n] 

TUATERAS AAERSTTU TUATERA, tuatara (large reptile) [n] 

TUBAISTS ABISSTTU TUBAIST, tuba player [n] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 

TUBBIEST BBEISTTU TUBBY, short and fat [adj] 

TUBELESS BEELSSTU having no tube [adj] 

TUBELIKE BEEIKLTU resembling tube [adj] 

TUBENOSE BEENOSTU bird having tubular nostrils [n -S] 

TUBERCLE BCEELRTU small, rounded swelling [n -S] 

TUBEROID BDEIORTU pertaining to tuber (thick underground stem) [adj] 

TUBEROSE BEEORSTU Mexican herb [n -S] 

TUBEROUS BEORSTUU pertaining to tuber (thick underground stem) [adj] 

TUBEWELL BEELLTUW water well in which long steel tube is bored into underground aquifer [n -S] 

TUBEWORK BEKORTUW tubing (material in form of tube) [n -S] 

TUBEWORM BEMORTUW marine worm that builds and lives in tube [n -S] 

TUBIFORM BFIMORTU tubular [adj] 

TUBULARS ABLRSTUU TUBULAR, completely enclosed bicycle tire [n] 
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TUBULATE ABELTTUU to form into tube [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TUBULINS BILNSTUU TUBULIN, protein that polymerizes to form tiny tubules [n] 

TUBULOSE BELOSTUU tubulous (having form of tube) [adj] 

TUBULOUS BLOSTUUU having form of tube [adj] 

TUBULURE BELRTUUU short cylindrical opening [n -S] 

TUCHISES CEHISSTU TUCHIS, tuchus (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

TUCHUSES CEHSSTUU TUCHUS, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

TUCKAHOE ACEHKOTU edible root of certain arums [n -S] 

TUCKERED CDEEKRTU TUCKER, to weary (to make or become weary) [v] 

TUCKINGS CGIKNSTU TUCKING, series of stitched folds in garment [n] 

TUCKSHOP CHKOPSTU confectioner's shop [n -S] 

TUFTIEST EFISTTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

TUFTINGS FGINSTTU TUFTING, cluster of tufts used for decoration [n] 

TUGBOATS ABGOSTTU TUGBOAT, boat built for towing [n] 

TUGHRIKS GHIKRSTU TUGHRIK, tugrik (monetary unit of Mongolia) [n] 

TUITIONS IINOSTTU TUITION, fee for instruction [n] 

TULLIBEE BEEILLTU freshwater fish [n -S] 

TUMBLERS BELMRSTU TUMBLER, one that tumbles (to fall or roll end over end) [n] 

TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S] / TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMBRELS BELMRSTU TUMBREL, type of cart [n] 

TUMBRILS BILMRSTU TUMBRIL, tumbrel (type of cart) [n] 

TUMEFIED DEEFIMTU TUMEFY, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

TUMEFIES EEFIMSTU TUMEFY, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

TUMESCED CDEEMSTU TUMESCE, to become swollen [v] 

TUMESCES CEEMSSTU TUMESCE, to become swollen [v] 

TUMIDITY DIIMTTUY quality or state of being tumid [n -TIES] 

TUMMLERS ELMMRSTU TUMMLER, entertainer who encourages audience participation [n] 

TUMOROUS MOORSTUU TUMOR, abnormal swelling [adj] 

TUMPLINE EILMNPTU strap for supporting load on back [n -S] 

TUMULOSE ELMOSTUU full of mounds [adj] 

TUMULOUS LMOSTUUU tumulose (full of mounds) [adj] 

TUNEABLE ABEELNTU tunable (capable of being tuned) [adj] 

TUNEABLY ABELNTUY TUNEABLE, tunable (capable of being tuned) [adv] 

TUNELESS EELNSSTU not tuneful (melodious) [adj] 

TUNGSTEN EGNNSTTU metallic element [n -S] 

TUNGSTIC CGINSTTU TUNGSTEN, metallic element [adj] 

TUNICATE ACEINTTU small marine animal [n -S] 

TUNICLES CEILNSTU TUNICLE, type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n] 

TUNNAGES AEGNNSTU TUNNAGE, tonnage (total weight in tons) [n] 

TUNNELED DEELNNTU TUNNEL, to dig tunnel (underground passageway) [v] 

TUNNELER EELNNRTU one that tunnels (to dig tunnel (underground passageway)) [n -S] 

TUPPENCE CEENPPTU twopence (British coin worth two pennies) [n -S] 

TUPPENNY ENNPPTUY twopenny (worth twopence) [adj] 

TUPPINGS GINPPSTU TUPPING, act of ram copulating with ewe [n] 

TURACOUS ACORSTUU TURACOU, touraco (African bird) [n] 

TURBANED ABDENRTU TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [adj] 

TURBETHS BEHRSTTU TURBETH, turpeth (medicinal plant root) [n] 
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TURBIDLY BDILRTUY TURBID, thick or opaque with roiled sediment [adv] 

TURBINAL ABILNRTU bone of nasal passage [n -S] 

TURBINES BEINRSTU TURBINE, type of engine [n] 

TURBITHS BHIRSTTU TURBITH, turpeth (medicinal plant root) [n] 

TURBOCAR ABCORRTU auto powered by gas turbine [n -S] 

TURBOFAN ABFNORTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

TURBOJET BEJORTTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

TURFIEST EFIRSTTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURFLESS EFLRSSTU having no turf [adj] 

TURFLIKE EFIKLRTU resembling turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [adj] 

TURFSKIS FIKRSSTU TURFSKI, type of ski [n] 

TURGENCY CEGNRTUY turgor (quality or state of being turgid) [n -CIES] 

TURGIDLY DGILRTUY TURGID, swollen [adv] 

TURGITES EGIRSTTU TURGITE, iron ore [n] 

TURISTAS AIRSSTTU TURISTA, intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country [n] 

TURMERIC CEIMRRTU East Indian herb [n -S] 

TURMOILS ILMORSTU TURMOIL, to throw into uproar [v] 

TURNABLE ABELNRTU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

TURNCOAT ACNORTTU traitor (one who betrays another) [n -S] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TURNDOWN DNNORTUW rejection [n -S] 

TURNHALL AHLLNRTU building where gymnasts practice [n -S] 

TURNINGS GINNRSTU TURNING, rotation about axis [n] 

TURNKEYS EKNRSTUY TURNKEY, person who has charge of prison's keys [n] 

TURNOFFS FFNORSTU TURNOFF, road that branches off from larger one [n] 

TURNOUTS NORSTTUU TURNOUT, assemblage of people [n] 

TURNOVER ENORRTUV upset or overthrow [n -S] 

TURNPIKE EIKNPRTU toll road [n -S] 

TURNSOLE ELNORSTU plant that turns with sun [n -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

TURPETHS EHPRSTTU TURPETH, medicinal plant root [n] 

TURQUOIS IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES] 

TURRETED DEERRTTU TURRET, small tower [adj] 

TURRICAL ACILRRTU resembling turret (small tower) [adj] 

TURTLERS ELRRSTTU TURTLER, one that turtles (to catch turtles (tortoises)) [n] 

TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S] 

TURTLING GILNRTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TUSKIEST EIKSSTTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TUSKLESS EKLSSSTU having no tusk [adj] 

TUSKLIKE EIKKLSTU resembling tusk [adj] 

TUSSISES EISSSSTU TUSSIS, cough [n] 

TUSSLING GILNSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUSSOCKS CKOSSSTU TUSSOCK, clump of grass [n] 

TUSSOCKY CKOSSTUY TUSSOCK, clump of grass [adj] 

TUSSORES EORSSSTU TUSSORE, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSUCKS CKSSSTUU TUSSUCK, tussock (clump of grass) [n] 

TUTELAGE AEEGLTTU act of tutoring (to instruct privately) [n -S] 
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TUTELARS AELRSTTU TUTELAR, tutelary (one who has power to protect) [n] 

TUTELARY AELRTTUY one who has power to protect [n -RIES] 

TUTORAGE AEGORTTU tutelage (act of tutoring (to instruct privately)) [n -S] 

TUTORESS EORSSTTU female who tutors [n -ES] 

TUTORIAL AILORTTU session of tutoring [n -S] 

TUTORING GINORTTU TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 

TUTOYERS EORSTTUY TUTOYER, to address familiarly [v] 

TUXEDOED DDEEOTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [adj] 

TUXEDOES DEEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

TWADDLED ADDDELTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

TWADDLES ADDELSTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

TWANGERS AEGNRSTW TWANGER, one that twangs (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [n] 

TWANGIER AEGINRTW TWANGY, twanging [adj] 

TWANGING AGGINNTW TWANG, to make sharp, vibrating sound [v] 

TWANGLED ADEGLNTW TWANGLE, to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v] 

TWANGLER AEGLNRTW one that twangles (to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound)) [n -S] 

TWANGLES AEGLNSTW TWANGLE, to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v] 

TWANKIES AEIKNSTW TWANKY, variety of green tea [n] 

TWASOMES AEMOSSTW TWASOME, twosome (group of two) [n] 

TWATTLED ADELTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

TWATTLES AELSTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

TWEAKIER AEEIKRTW TWEAKY, twitchy (fidgety (nervously restless)) [adj] 

TWEAKING AEGIKNTW TWEAK, to pinch and twist sharply [v] 

TWEEDIER DEEEIRTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 

TWEEDILY DEEILTWY TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adv] 

TWEEDLED DDEEELTW TWEEDLE, to perform casually on musical instrument [v] 

TWEEDLES DEEELSTW TWEEDLE, to perform casually on musical instrument [v] 

TWEENERS EEENRSTW TWEENER, player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n] 

TWEENESS EEENSSTW state of being twee (affectedly cute or dainty) [n -ES] 

TWEENIES EEEINSTW TWEENIE, person not yet teenager [n] / TWEENY, housemaid [n] 

TWEETERS EEERSTTW TWEETER, loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n] 

TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEEZERS EEERSTWZ TWEEZER, pincerlike tool [n] 

TWEEZING EEGINTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWELFTHS EFHLSTTW TWELFTH, number twelve in series [n] 

TWELVEMO EELMOTVW page size [n -S] 

TWENTIES EEINSTTW TWENTY, number [n] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

TWERPIER EEIPRRTW TWERPY, resembling twerp (small, impudent person) [adj] 

TWIBILLS BIILLSTW TWIBILL, twibil (battle-ax with two cutting edges) [n] 

TWIDDLED DDDEILTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

TWIDDLER DDEILRTW one that twiddles (to play idly with something) [n -S] 

TWIDDLES DDEILSTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

TWIGGIER EGGIIRTW TWIGGY, twiglike (resembling twig) [adj] 

TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWIGLESS EGILSSTW having no twigs [adj] 
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TWIGLIKE EGIIKLTW resembling twig [adj] 

TWILIGHT GHIILTTW early evening light [n -S] 

TWILLING GIILLNTW TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] / twilled fabric [n -S] 

TWINBORN BINNORTW born at same birth [adj] 

TWINGING GGIINNTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TWINIEST EIINSTTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

TWINIGHT GHIINTTW pertaining to baseball doubleheader that begins in late afternoon [adj] 

TWINJETS EIJNSTTW TWINJET, aircraft with two jet engines [n] 

TWINKIES EIIKNSTW TWINKIE, twink (weak or ineffectual person) [n] / TWINKY [n] 

TWINKLED DEIKLNTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] 

TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 

TWINKLES EIKLNSTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] 

TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S]/ TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWINSETS EINSSTTW TWINSET, matching pair of sweaters to be worn together [n] 

TWINSHIP HIINPSTW close similarity or association [n -S] 

TWIRLERS EILRRSTW TWIRLER, one that twirls (to rotate rapidly) [n] 

TWIRLIER EIILRRTW TWIRLY, curved [adj] 

TWIRLING GIILNRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWISTERS EIRSSTTW TWISTER, one that twists (to combine by winding together) [n] 

TWISTIER EIIRSTTW TWISTY, full of curves [adj] 

TWISTING GIINSTTW form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S] / TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

TWISTORS IORSSTTW TWISTOR, complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n] 

TWITCHED CDEHITTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWITCHER CEHIRTTW one that twitches (to move or pull with sudden motion) [n -S] 

TWITCHES CEHISTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TWITTERS EIRSTTTW TWITTER, to utter succession of chirping sounds [v] 

TWITTERY EIRTTTWY nervously agitated [adj] 

TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj] 

TWIZZLES EILSTWZZ TWIZZLE, maneuver in figure skating [n] 

TWOFOLDS DFLOOSTW TWOFOLD, amount twice as great as given unit [n] 

TWOONIES EINOOSTW TWOONIE, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj] 

TWOSOMES EMOOSSTW TWOSOME, group of two [n] 

TYCHISMS CHIMSSTY TYCHISM, proposition that chance is operative in universe [n] 

TYLOSINS ILNOSSTY TYLOSIN, antibiotic [n] 

TYMPANAL AALMNPTY tympanic (pertaining to tympanum (middle ear)) [adj] 

TYMPANIC ACIMNPTY pertaining to tympanum (middle ear) [adj] 

TYMPANUM AMMNPTUY middle ear [n -NA, -S] 

TYPEABLE ABEELPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter [adj] 

TYPEBARS ABEPRSTY TYPEBAR, part of typewriter [n] 

TYPECASE ACEEPSTY tray for holding printing type [n -S] 

TYPECAST ACEPSTTY to cast in acting role befitting one's own nature [v TYPECAST, -ING, -S] 

TYPEFACE ACEEFPTY face of printing type [n -S] 

TYPESETS EEPSSTTY TYPESET, to set in type [v] 

TYPHOIDS DHIOPSTY TYPHOID, infectious disease [n] 
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TYPHONIC CHINOPTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

TYPHOONS HNOOPSTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [n] 

TYPHUSES EHPSSTUY TYPHUS, infectious disease [n] 

TYPIFIED DEFIIPTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 

TYPIFIER EFIIPRTY one that typifies (to serve as typical example of) [n -S] 

TYPIFIES EFIIPSTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 

TYPOLOGY GLOOPTYY study of classification according to common characteristics [n -GIES] 

TYRAMINE AEIMNRTY chemical compound [n -S] 

TYRANNIC ACINNRTY characteristic of tyrant [adj] 

TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S] 

TYROSINE EINORSTY amino acid [n -S] 

TZARDOMS ADMORSTZ TZARDOM, czardom (domain of czar) [n] 

TZAREVNA AAENRTVZ czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TZARINAS AAINRSTZ TZARINA, czarina (wife of czar) [n] 

TZARISMS AIMRSSTZ TZARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n] 

TZARISTS AIRSSTTZ TZARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n] 

TZARITZA AAIRTTZZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TZATZIKI AIIKTTZZ dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

TZEDAKAH AADEHKTZ charitable giving as moral obligation among Jews [n -S] 

TZIGANES AEGINSTZ TZIGANE, gypsy [n] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 

TZURISES EIRSSTUZ TZURIS, tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n] 
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